
Traveling by bike in Tibet is an unforgettable 
experience - one that you will no doubt treasure for life. 
We look forward to meeting you all soon and getting to 
know each of you personally.  
In the meantime this handbook has been prepared to 
provide information on the trip so that you are well 
prepared before you leave. Please read it carefully.

WELCOME
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READY FOR AN  
ADVENTURE ? 
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During our trip we will visit 
vast areas of Tibet starting in 
Milin and then west to the 
Capital Lhasa and continuing 
on as far as Everest.



We know you are all busy so we 
have color coded this handbook 
for efficiency

Critical Info. Better read and take 
note of this info now. You need to 
prepare before you leave. 

Important Info. Understand before 
you start riding.  

Background / Tourist / Historical 
info. Read it if you have time and 
interest.
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The combination of extreme weather, high altitude, 
remoteness and lots of riding will make this a real 
adventure. It’s important that you are well prepared 
with the right gear, training and understanding of what 
to expect on the trip.

PREPARATION
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WEATHER
The above statistics are for Lhasa so expect temperatures at least 5 
degrees lower at the top of the passes. 

The weather is highly unpredictable so it is very important that you 
come prepared with the right clothing and equipment for all weather 
conditions. 
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The Tibetan Plateau is at a very high 
altitude and subject to extreme 
weather conditions. Make sure you 
come prepared.



SAFETY FIRST

Cycling is a fun and healthy activity however it is also inherently 
dangerous. In Tibet you can reach speeds over 60km/h on descents 
and each day we will travel on public roads with other road users 
and animals so it is very important that you prioritize safety for your 
own well being and the well being of others. 

Follow these tips : 

Expect other road users on the road at all times. 
Keep alert to your surrounds - oncoming traffic, road hazards, stray 
dogs, other riders etc. It’s easy to be distracted when riding in a 
group and chatting away. Always pay attention to your surrounds 
and do not just leave it up to the people in front of you.

Obey traffic rules.  
Many cycling accidents occur when riders break the traffic rules and 
do something that another road user might not be expecting. Always 
obey rules - don’t go through red lights or Stop signs and always 
keep to the right of the road. Do not ride anymore than 2 abreast.

  

Call out hazards to other riders. 
Always communicate with your fellow riders by yelling out hazards 
and signaling obstacles and directions.If you are new to cycling the 
video below is a good intro to cycling signals. 

 

Keep within your limits. 
Riding at altitude is difficult because of the reduced oxygen in the 
air. It’s very very important that you do not push yourself too hard at 
altitude until you have acclimatized. If you push too hard too quickly 
you can experience Altitude Sickness and in severe cases even 
black out. Take it easy and give your body time to adapt. 
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Brakes + Quick Release Levers. 
Check your brakes and quick release levers every day. Make 
sure the brakes work and the quick release levers are securely 
engaged.  

Riding Downhill. 
Be aware of how your brakes perform when you go downhill and 
in the wet. Make sure you know how much stopping distance you 
need. If you aren’t sure then don’t go too quickly downhill. 
Make sure that you do not travel at excessive speeds downhill 
and that you are able to stop in time in case of an unknown 
obstacles. 
When traveling downhill take it easy around corners and always 
focus on the road ahead and not on the scenery. 

Using Electronic Devices. 
If you want to take a photograph or video - stop your bike and get 
off to take. Ensure you don’t stop in the middle of the road but get 
well off the road incase of passing traffic.
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HEALTH
Please ensure you have your own valid Medical / Travel Insurance 

You must bring a mobile with a data plan to contact us in case of 
emergency and for tracking. 

If you have heart-related problems / high blood pressure / asthma 
issues this trip is not recommended for you. If you have any of these 
issues please discuss with us ASAP. 

Recommended vaccinations (these are optional) are as follows -  
Hep A, B, Hep A+B, Rabes, Japanese Encephalitis, Typhoid Fever, 
Tetanus, Measles, Polio. If you have any doubts or questions about 
vaccinations please consult your doctor.
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HIGH ALTITUDE
What is altitude sickness? 

Altitude sickness has three forms. Mild altitude sickness is called 
acute mountain sickness (AMS) and is quite similar to a hangover - 
it causes headache, nausea, and fatigue. This is very common: 
some people are only slightly affected, others feel awful. However, if 
you have AMS, you should take this as a warning sign that you are 
at risk of the serious forms of altitude sickness: HAPE and HACE. 
Both HAPE and HACE can be fatal within hours. 
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We are visiting some of the highest 
roads on Earth ! Altitude sickness can 
affect anyone. It’s important that you 
read up on it and understand the 
symptoms.

Certain normal physiologic changes 
occur in every person who goes to 
altitude:

• Hyperventilation (breathing faster, 
deeper, or both)  

• Shortness of breath during exertion  
• Changed breathing pattern at night  
• Awakening frequently at night  
• Increased urination



THE MILD FORM OF ALTITUDE SICKNESS: 
ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS (AMS) 
 
Where does acute mountain sickness happen? 
 
Most people remain well at altitudes of up to 2500m (Lhasa is at 3500m), the equivalent 
barometric pressure to which airplane cabins are pressurised. However, even at around 
1500m above sea level you may notice more breathlessness than normal on exercise and 
night vision may be impaired. Above 2500m, the symptoms of altitude sickness become more 
noticeable. 

What are the other names for acute mountain sickness? 

Acute mountain sickness is sometimes colloquially referred to as altitude sickness or mountain 
sickness. 

How are the symptoms of altitude sickness measured? 

The most prominent symptom is usually headache, and most people also experience nausea 
and even vomiting, lethargy, dizziness and poor sleep. Symptoms are very similar to a really 
bad hangover.  

Who gets acute mountain sickness? 

Anyone who travels to altitudes of over 2500m is at risk of acute mountain sickness. Normally it 
does't become noticeable until you have been at that altitude for a few hours. Part of the 
mystery of acute mountain sickness is that it is difficult to predict who will be affected. There 
are many stories of fit and healthy people being badly limited by symptoms of acute mountain 
sickness, while their older companions have felt fine. 

The higher the altitude you reach and the faster your rate of ascent, the more likely you are to 
get acute mountain sickness.  
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Anyone who travels to altitudes of 
over 2500m is at risk of acute 
mountain sickness.



What causes altitude sickness? 
 
There is so much less oxygen in the high mountains that it is not surprising that traveling to 
high altitude causes people to feel unwell, but how this shortage of oxygen actually leads to 
altitude sickness is still not fully understood. Some scientists believe that it is due to swelling of 
the brain but the evidence for this hypothesis is not conclusive. The theory is that in 
susceptible individuals, swelling could cause a small increase in the pressure inside the skull 
and lead to symptoms of acute mountain sickness. The swelling may be due to increased 
blood flow to the brain or leakiness of blood vessels in the brain. 

What are the treatments for altitude sickness (mountain sickness)? 

It is better to prevent acute mountain sickness than to try to treat it. Following the golden rules 
should mean that your body can acclimatise as you ascend and so you will be less likely to 
develop acute mountain sickness. However, if you need to go up more quickly, you could 
consider taking a drug called acetazolamide (also known as Diamox). There is now good 
evidence [BMJ. 2004;328:797] that acetazolamide reduces symptoms of acute mountain 
sickness in trekkers, although it does have some unusual side-effects: it makes your hands 
and feet tingle, and it makes fizzy drinks taste funny. 

As with any form of altitude sickness, if you do have acute mountain sickness, the best 
treatment is descent. Painkillers may ease the headache, but they don’t treat the condition. 
Acetazolamide may be helpful, especially if you need to stay at the same altitude, and resting 
for a day or two might give your body time to recover. It is essential that you should NEVER go 
up higher if you have acute mountain sickness. 

If a traveling companion has symptoms of acute mountain sickness and becomes confused or 
unsteady, or develops an extremely severe headache or vomiting, they may have a life-
threatening condition called high altitude cerebral oedema (HACE). 
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The Golden Rules : 

1. If you feel unwell, you have altitude 
sickness until proven otherwise 
2. Do not ascend further if you have 
symptoms of altitude sickness 
3. If you are getting worse then 
descend immediately



HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY OEDEMA (HAPE) 
HAPE is a dangerous build-up of fluid in the lungs that prevents the air spaces from opening 
up and filling with fresh air with each breath. When this happens, the sufferer becomes 
progressively more short of oxygen, which in turn worsens the build-up of fluid in the lungs. In 
this way, HAPE can be fatal within hours. 

What are the symptoms? 

HAPE usually develops after 2 or 3 days at altitudes above 2500 m. Typically the sufferer will 
be more breathless compared to those around them, especially on exertion. Most will have 
symptoms of acute mountain sickness. Often, they will have a cough and this may produce 
white or pink frothy sputum. The breathlessness will progress and soon they will be breathless 
even at rest. Heart rate may be fast, the lips may turn blue and body temperature may be 
elevated. It is easy to confuse symptoms of HAPE with a chest infection, but at altitude HAPE 
must be suspected and the affected individual must be evacuated to a lower altitude. 

Who gets HAPE? 

Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to predict who will get HAPE. People who have had 
HAPE before are much more likely to get it again. Therefore, there must be some factor that 
puts certain individuals at high risk of the condition. However, just like acute mountain 
sickness, there are some known risk factors. A fast rate of ascent and the altitude attained will 
make HAPE more likely. Vigorous exercise is also thought to make HAPE more likely and 
anecdotal evidence suggests that people with chest infections or symptoms of the common 
cold before ascent may be at higher risk. 
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Vigorous exercise is also thought to 
make HAPE more likely and anecdotal 
evidence suggests that people with 
chest infections or symptoms of the 
common cold before ascent may be at 
higher risk. 



What causes HAPE? 
 
Despite years of careful research the exact causes of HAPE remain poorly understood. Fluid 
has been shown to fill up the air pockets in the lungs preventing oxygen getting into the blood 
and causing the vicious circle of events that can kill people with HAPE. As with many 
biological processes many factors play a role in the disease and there is good evidence to 
support a number of theories about how this fluid gets there. 

Normally, oxygen gets into your blood and is supplied to the body from your lungs. Each time 
you take a breath in, air rushes into the tiny air pockets at the end of all the airway branches in 
your lungs. At the same time, blood from your heart is brought close to these thin-walled air 
pockets, so that oxygen can move into your blood while waste products move out. Oxygen-
rich blood then returns to the heart and is supplied to the body. If, by accident, you inhaled a 
small object into your lungs, it would become stuck in one of the airways branches. Little 
oxygen would get to the downstream air pockets. To prevent this area of lung supplying blood 
starved of oxygen back to the heart (and therefore the rest of body), blood vessels in the area 
closed down or constrict. This is normally a very good thing and is an example of the body 
protecting itself. 

At altitude however, this same process is a cause of the disease HAPE. Because the whole 
lung is starved of oxygen, the whole lung reacts in the same way – blood vessels constricting 
all over the place and not just in small areas. The blood in these vessels is squeezed and the 
pressure goes up forcing fluid out of blood and into air pockets.  
 
Very dangerous and reactive substances are formed in your blood when you are starved of 
oxygen and these can directly damage the special membrane between air and blood in your 
lungs causing further fluid leak and worsening HAPE. 
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Very dangerous and reactive 
substances are formed in your blood 
when you are starved of oxygen and 
these can directly damage the special 
membrane between air and blood in 
your lungs causing further fluid leak 
and worsening HAPE.



How is HAPE treated? 
 
The most important treatment for HAPE is descent. Providing extra oxygen and/or raising the 
air pressure around a victim with a Gamow bag can reverse the underlying process, lack of 
oxygen, but these measures are really no substitute however for rapid descent down the 
mountain. Some drugs can be helpful, but should only be used by trained doctors. Nifedipine 
is a drug that helps to open up the blood vessels in the lungs. By doing so, it reduces the high 
pressure in those vessels that is forcing fluid out into the lungs. Sildenafil (Viagra®), by a 
different mechanism, also opens up the blood vessels in the lung and may be a useful 
treatment for HAPE. Following recent research, medics may also give the steroid, 
dexamethasone. Drug treatment should only ever be used as a temporary measure; the best 
treatment is descent. 
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HIGH ALTITUDE CEREBRAL OEDEMA (HACE) 

HACE is a build-up of fluid in the brain. HACE is life-threatening and requires urgent action. 

What are the symptoms? 

HACE is thought to be a severe form of acute mountain sickness. A severe headache, 
vomiting and lethargy will progress to unsteadiness, confusion, drowsiness and ultimately 
coma. HACE can kill in only a few hours. A person with HACE will find it difficult to walk heel-
to-toe in a straight line – this is a useful test to perform in someone with severe symptoms of 
acute mountain sickness. HACE should also be suspected if a companion starts to behave 
irrationally or bizarrely. 

Who gets HACE? 
 
About 1% of people of ascend to above 3000m get HACE. The lowest altitude at which a case 
of HACE has been reported was 2100m. HACE can also occur in people with HAPE and vice 
versa. Factors that increase the risk of HACE are similar to those for acute mountain sickness 
and HAPE. The faster the rate of ascent and the higher the altitude, the more likely it is that 
HACE will develop. HACE is thought to occur mainly in trekkers or climbers who have ignored 
symptoms of acute mountain sickness and climbed higher rather than staying at the same 
altitude or descending. 
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HACE is thought to be a severe form 
of acute mountain sickness. A severe 
headache, vomiting and lethargy will 
progress to unsteadiness, confusion, 
drowsiness and ultimately coma.



What causes HACE? 
 
The cause of HACE remains unknown. Several factors may play a role including increased 
blood flow to the brain. An increase in blood flow is a normal response to low oxygen levels as 
the body needs to maintain a constant supply of oxygen to the brain. However, if the blood 
vessels in the brain are damaged, fluid may leak out and result in HACE. Although we know 
that reactive chemicals are released when oxygen levels are low and that these chemicals can 
damage blood vessel walls, it still hasn’t been proven that the blood vessels in the brain are 
actually more leaky. 

How is HACE treated? 

Descent is the most effective treatment of HACE and should not be delayed if HACE is 
suspected. A Gamow bag, or portable altitude chamber, can be used as a temporary 
measure and, if available, oxygen and a drug called dexamethasone should be given. 

Want more info : 
 
Check out these sites -  
Everest Base Camp Clinic 

WebMD 
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http://www.basecampmd.com/expguide/highalt.shtml
http://www.basecampmd.com/expguide/highalt.shtml
http://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/altitude-sickness-topic-overview


SERK TIPS 

1. Make sure you are well rested before you come on the trip. If 
you have a long flight to get to China we suggest coming a 
day early to get enough rest. Particularly if you have a busy & 
stressful week before you arrive it’s more likely you can get 
high altitude sickness.  

2. Keep warm. Always take a jacket with you no matter what the 
weather is. The temperature fluctuates a lot and you are with a 
group so sometimes time get blown out. Getting a cold makes 
you more susceptible to AMS.  

3. Don’t shower in the first 3 days. This is a Chinese medicine tip. 
It’s worked for us - take it or leave it ! 

4. Take Diamox. If you are worried,  make sure you bring Diamox 
with you. More info on Diamox can be found here. 

5. Take it easy. On the first few days this is especially important.  
Do not over exert yourself. Rest, eat well and drink plenty of 
water.  

6. Don’t drink alcohol on the first few days. 

7. Don’t ride hard till you are sure your body has adjusted. If you 
are not feeling 100% don’t ride the first day otherwise you will 
pay for it later. 
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http://www.webmd.com/drugs/2/drug-6753/diamox-oral/details


8. Listen to your guides. If any of the participants have issues 
with AMS the Serk team will make a call on how you will 
progress with the trip. Your health is our top priority and you 
may be required to rest (and miss some activities) and/or 
descend to a lower altitude. This is not negotiable. 
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ADDITIONAL INFO ON HIGH ALTITUDE SICKNESS

RISK FACTORS

It is not possible to know in advance if you will become ill when 
traveling to a high altitude. In addition, being physically fit does not 
decrease your chances of developing a high altitude illness. 
However, certain groups are at increased risk, including people 
who: 

●Have a prior history of high altitude illness 

●Exercise or drink alcohol before adjusting to the change in altitude 

●Ascend rapidly from low elevation to sleeping altitudes above 8000 
feet (2400 m). 

●Ascend rapidly (>500 to 1000 m /day in sleeping altitude), when 
over 9000 feet (2700 m). 

●Have a medical problem that affects breathing 

●Have not been to altitude in the previous few weeks 

PREPARING TO TRAVEL

If you will be sleeping above 8000 feet (2400 m) and have concerns 
about developing altitude sickness because of prior episodes or 
other risk factors, you should make an appointment with a 
knowledgeable healthcare provider. During this visit, you should 
discuss your travel plans, availability of medical care at your 
destination, and the potential need for medicines to prevent and/
or treat high altitude illness. Methods for reducing risk and treating 
altitude sickness are discussed in greater detail below. (See 'AMS 
prevention' below and 'AMS treatment' below.) 

Traveling with medical conditions — People with certain medical 
conditions need to take special precautions when traveling at high 
altitudes: 

● If you have diabetes and you check your blood sugar, be aware 
that blood glucose meters can give inaccurate results at high 
altitudes. Consult the manufacturer of the meter for 
recommendations about high altitude readings. 
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● If you have angina or had a heart attack in the past, check with 
your doctor to be sure that it is safe to travel to high altitudes. If you 
develop chest pain, shortness of breath, or dizziness while traveling, 
seek medical help immediately. 

●Asthma does not worsen at high altitudes, although cold-induced 
bronchospasm is a consideration in low temperature environments 
at high altitude. 

● If you use oxygen because of lung disease, you will need a higher 
oxygen flow rate at high altitude. If you do not need oxygen for your 
lung disease at home, you might need oxygen at high altitude. 
Check with your doctor before you travel. (See "Patient education: 
Supplemental oxygen on commercial airlines (Beyond the Basics)".) 

● If you have sickle cell disease, you will probably need oxygen if 
you travel above 7000 feet (2100 m). If you have sickle cell trait 
(some people do not know they do), altitude-related complications 
(eg, infarction of the spleen) can occur, even at altitudes below 9000 
feet (2700 m), although this is rare. 

● If you have lung disease, such as COPD, cystic fibrosis, 
pneumonia, pulmonary hypertension or sleep apnea, you should 
check with your doctor prior to travel to high altitude. 

● If you have high blood pressure, be aware that traveling to high 
altitude could raise or sometimes lower your blood pressure; 
sometimes BP medication needs to be adjusted. Discuss with your 
doctor. 

ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS

Acute mountain sickness (AMS) is the most common of the altitude 
diseases; it occurs in approximately 40 to 50 percent of people who 
live at a low altitude and sleep at an altitude above 10,000 feet 
(3000 m), and in approximately 25 percent of those sleeping above 
8000 feet (2400 m). Some people can develop AMS as low as 6500 
feet (2000 m). 

Symptoms usually occur within 6 to 12 hours of arrival at altitudes 
above 8000 feet (2400 m). Symptoms can begin as soon as one 
hour or as long as 24 hours after arriving. AMS does not occur after 
adjusting to a given altitude for three or more days. 

AMS prevention

Ascend slowly — Ascending slowly is the best way to avoid AMS. A 
good idea is to make a graph of planned days versus altitude to see 
where the ascent profile may be abrupt and then adjust it according 
to the recommendations below (figure 1). Some experts recommend 
the following: 

● If you live below 5000 feet (1500 m), avoid ascending rapidly. On 
the first night, avoid sleeping above 9000 feet (2800 m). 

● If you plan to travel above 9800 feet (3000 m), do not increase 
your sleeping altitude more than 1600 feet (500 m) per day as you 
go higher. Plan a day of rest for every 3300 feet (1000 m) you 
ascend. On this rest day, do not over-exert yourself. 

● Climb high and sleep low. Hike to a higher altitude during the day 
and return to a lower elevation to sleep at night. This will help you 
adjust to the altitude. 
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● If you plan to ski, hike, or climb, do not over-exert yourself during 
the first few days at altitude. Pacing yourself is very important. Avoid 
alcohol and sleeping pills, especially as you are adjusting to the 
altitude in the first two days. 

● Staying or hiking at elevations above 4900 feet (1500 m) in the 
weeks before you ascend may allow you to ascend faster. 

● If you drink caffeine (coffee, tea, soda) regularly, do not stop 
drinking it before or during your trip. Caffeine is safe at high 
altitudes, and stopping it suddenly can cause symptoms similar to 
AMS. 

These suggestions are particularly important if you have had AMS or 
another high altitude illness previously. (See "High altitude illness: 
Physiology, risk factors, and general prevention".) 

Consider taking a preventive medicine — Preventive treatment with 
a medicine may be recommended if you have had high altitude 
illness previously or if you must ascend quickly. (See 'AMS 
treatment' below.) 

If you have had high altitude illness before, you may be able to 
avoid taking preventive medicines by ascending slowly. You will 
need a prescription for these treatments. 

● Prevention usually includes a medicine called acetazolamide, 
which you start taking the day before you ascend and continue for 
48 hours or until you reach the highest point of your trip. (See "Acute 
mountain sickness and high altitude cerebral edema".) 

Acetazolamide can temporarily cause carbonated drinks to taste 
unpleasant. Other side effects can include the need to urinate more 
frequently, numbness or tingling in the hands or feet, nausea, 
drowsiness, or blurry vision. Acetazolamide is not recommended for 
pregnant women. 

Acetazolamide is a sulfa medicine, but many people with a sulfa 
allergy can take acetazolamide without a problem. If you are allergic 
to sulfa, talk to your doctor or nurse to determine if you should take a 
test dose before traveling [1]. (See "Sulfonamide allergy in HIV-
uninfected patients", section on 'Cross-reactivity'.) 

● Dexamethasone is a steroid that may be recommended as a 
preventive treatment if you are allergic to acetazolamide. 

● Taking aspirin or ibuprofen can help to prevent the headache that 
often occurs with AMS. If you will be ascending quickly, you can 
start taking aspirin or ibuprofen before you ascend. Otherwise, take 
it only if you develop a headache. 

AMS symptoms — The symptoms of AMS are similar to a hangover, 
and include: 

● Headache 

● Feeling tired 

● Lightheadedness 

● Lack of appetite 

● Difficulty staying asleep (waking frequently) 

● Nausea, sometimes with vomiting 
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These symptoms may be mild or severe. AMS symptoms are often 
the worst after the first night and improve within one day if you do 
not ascend to a higher altitude. Symptoms may return as you travel 
higher. However, symptoms can sometimes persist for days, even if 
you do not climb higher. 

If you develop signs of AMS, you should NOT go higher until your 
symptoms have resolved (usually within 24 hours). You should rest 
and avoid drinking alcohol and taking sedatives or sleeping pills as 
you recover. 

This may mean that you, as well as your fellow travelers, will be 
delayed or unable to go as high or as far as you had hoped. 
However, moving higher while you have symptoms of AMS can lead 
to serious complications. 

AMS treatment — AMS treatment includes rest, descent, and may 
also include medicines to relieve symptoms. You should not exercise 
or proceed higher until your symptoms have resolved. You should 
also know when and if you need to seek help. (See 'When to seek 
help' below.) 

● Headache – You can take non-prescription medicines for 
headache, such as aspirin, acetaminophen (brand name: Tylenol), 
or ibuprofen (sample brand names: Advil, Motrin). 

●Nausea or vomiting – If you have nausea or vomiting, a 
prescription medicine such as ondansetron (brand name: Zofran) 
may be helpful, if it is available. 

● Descent – If your symptoms do not improve or worsen over 24 to 
48 hours, descend to an altitude where you feel better. Most people 
feel better after descending 1600 to 3300 feet (500 to 1000 m). 

● Oxygen – If needed, treatment with supplemental oxygen via tank 
or concentrator can reduce the symptoms of AMS. You can use 
oxygen for a period of time (eg, one hour), only when you have 
symptoms, or while sleeping, which is especially helpful. Small 
handheld canisters of oxygen that provide only a few breaths of 
oxygen are unlikely to provide sustained relief. Home oxygen 
companies are present in most high-altitude resort areas and your 
doctor should be able to call in a prescription for oxygen in 
advance. 

● Acetazolamide – Acetazolamide is a prescription medicine that 
you can take to treat and prevent AMS. 

● Dexamethasone – Dexamethasone is a steroid that can reduce 
symptoms of AMS. You can take dexamethasone with 
acetazolamide, if needed. Dexamethasone increases blood sugar 
levels in people with diabetes. 

When to seek help — AMS symptoms should improve as you adjust 
to the altitude, usually within 24 to 48 hours. If your symptoms 
worsen at any point, you should descend or seek help. 
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HIGH ALTITUDE CEREBRAL EDEMA

High altitude cerebral edema (HACE) is a rare life-threatening 
altitude disease, and is a severe form of acute mountain sickness 
(AMS). It is caused by leaky capillaries in the brain, which causes 
fluid accumulation and brain swelling. 

HACE prevention — HACE can be prevented with the measures 
discussed above. (See 'AMS prevention' above.) 

HACE symptoms — HACE usually occurs within one to three days 
after traveling above 9800 feet (3000 m). Symptoms may include: 

● Severe exhaustion or weakness 

● Drowsiness, confusion or irritability 

● Difficulty walking straight 

● Acting drunk 

HACE treatment — HACE is a medical emergency and you should 
immediately descend to a lower altitude.   Waiting to descend can 
be disastrous; symptoms can worsen quickly and you may not be 
able to walk. Delaying descent increases the risk of life-threatening 
complications, or even death. (See "Acute mountain sickness and 
high altitude cerebral edema".) 

Besides descent, other HACE treatments include: 

● Supplemental oxygen – If available, should be provided during 
descent or as a temporizing measure until descent is possible. You 
can use oxygen inside a hyperbaric chamber. 

● Portable hyperbaric chamber – Treatment in a portable hyperbaric 
chamber (with or without supplemental oxygen) can be life-saving 
until descent is possible. (See 'Portable hyperbaric 
chamber' below.) 

● Dexamethasone – This is an important medicine to have on hand if 
you plan to sleep above 9800 feet (3000 m). You should take it 
immediately if you develop signs of HACE, with the recommended 
dose being 8 to 10 mg by mouth. You should take 4 mg every six 
hours thereafter until you have descended. You should take 
dexamethasone before entering a hyperbaric chamber. 

Portable hyperbaric chamber — Portable hyperbaric chambers are 
inflatable pressure bags used in remote settings that can treat 
people with HACE when immediate descent is not feasible. You are 
zipped into the chamber and the device is inflated with a foot pump  

When inflated, the air inside the chamber is more like the air you 
breathe at lower altitudes. This increases the amount of oxygen in 
your blood, relieving symptoms of high altitude illness quickly. You 
can remain in the chamber for several hours.  
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HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA

High altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) is a potentially fatal 
condition in which lung capillaries leak and fluid accumulates in the 
lungs. HAPE is uncommon, but can occur in people who rapidly 
ascend to altitudes above 8200 feet (2500 m). 

HAPE prevention — As with other high altitude illnesses, the best 
way to prevent HAPE is to ascend slowly. This is especially true if 
you have a previous history of HAPE. 

Preventive medicines are not usually recommended unless you have 
a history of HAPE and you must ascend quickly to altitudes above 
8200 feet (2500 m). Preventive medicines may include nifedipine 
(commonly used to treat high blood pressure), tadalafil, 
dexamethasone, or acetazolamide. (See "High altitude pulmonary 
edema".) 

HAPE symptoms — Symptoms of HAPE include cough (often with 
pink, frothy sputum), breathlessness at rest or with activity, and 
difficulty walking uphill. These symptoms usually begin two to four 
days after arriving at altitude. You may or may not also have 
symptoms of acute mountain sickness (AMS). (See 'AMS 
symptoms' above.) 

Symptoms can worsen, and you may feel more short of breath, even 
while resting. You may also begin to cough up pink, frothy sputum 
(spit). 

HAPE treatment — HAPE is a medical emergency. You should seek 
medical care or descend as soon as possible if you develop 
symptoms. Waiting to descend can be disastrous; symptoms can 
worsen quickly and you may not be able to walk. Waiting also 

increases the risk of developing life-threatening complications, or 
even death. (See "High altitude pulmonary edema".) 

Besides descent, other HAPE treatments include: 

● Supplemental oxygen – This is the most effective treatment and 
should be started as soon as possible. It should be continued until 
symptoms resolve. Oxygen may be life-saving if descent is not 
possible. 

● Portable hyperbaric chamber – Treatment in a portable hyperbaric 
chamber may be a temporizing measure until descent is possible. 
You can use oxygen inside a hyperbaric chamber. (See 'Portable 
hyperbaric chamber' above.) 

● Nifedipine or other medicines may be helpful if oxygen is not 
available and descent is not possible. 

● Stay warm and avoid cold temperatures. 

● Rest; this includes not carrying a pack while descending. 
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WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

Your healthcare provider is the best source of information for 
questions and concerns related to your medical problem. 

This article will be updated as needed on our website 
(www.uptodate.com/patients). Related topics for patients, as well as 
selected articles written for healthcare professionals, are also 
available. Some of the most relevant are listed below. 

Patient level information — UpToDate offers two types of patient 
education materials. 

The Basics — The Basics patient education pieces answer the four 
or five key questions a patient might have about a given condition. 
These articles are best for patients who want a general overview 
and who prefer short, easy-to-read materials. 

Patient education: Altitude sickness (including mountain sickness) 
(The Basics) 

Beyond the Basics — Beyond the Basics patient education pieces 
are longer, more sophisticated, and more detailed. These articles 
are best for patients who want in-depth information and are 
comfortable with some medical jargon. 

Patient education: Supplemental oxygen on commercial airlines 
(Beyond the Basics) 

Professional level information — Professional level articles are 
designed to keep doctors and other health professionals up-to-date 
on the latest medical findings. These articles are thorough, long, and 
complex, and they contain multiple references to the research on 
which they are based. Professional level articles are best for people 

who are comfortable with a lot of medical terminology and who want 
to read the same materials their doctors are reading. 

Acute mountain sickness and high altitude cerebral edema 
High altitude, air travel, and heart disease 
High altitude illness: Physiology, risk factors, and general prevention 
High altitude pulmonary edema 
Sulfonamide allergy in HIV-uninfected patients 

The following organizations also provide reliable health information: 

● United States Center for Disease Control and Prevention 

(wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/yellowbook/2018/the-pre-travel-consultation/
altitude-illness) 

● International Society for Mountain Medicine 

(www.ismmed.org) 

● Institute for Altitude Medicine 

(www.altitudemedicine.org) 
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TRIP ASCENSION PLAN

Notes: 
Trip starts in Chengdu China on day 1 - altitude 500m. 

Early morning day 2 we fly into Linzhi Tibet 2900m.

M



GEAR TO BRING
BIKE

5 spare tubes - please make sure these are the correct size to 
match your tyres 

Multitool - We suggest the Park Tool IB-2 or something similar 
 
Spare tyre - only if your wheels are not standard 700c. We will bring 
a few spare 700c tyres which you can purchase if needed during 
the trip 

Mini Pump - we suggest Lezyne Pressure Drive. Before you depart 
please make sure you know how to change your tyre using your 
tools and pump - test that everything works 

Tyre levers - Park Tool & Tyre Repair kit  

Lights - Front and Rear. On some days if you are lagging behind the 
group you may need lights for the last hour or so. You will also need 
strong bike lights on the morning we will ride to Everest Base Camp 
- we plan to start riding before dawn. 
 
Frame bag -  For a bit of extra storage on your bike you might also 
consider a small frame bag for carrying spares, food, camera etc. 
Here is a good example - https://www.apidura.com/product/top-
tube-pack-regular/ 
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CLOTHING

Padded bike shorts -  minimum 2 pairs. There are no Hotel laundry 
services so you will need to wash your shorts each day. 

Cycling jersey with rear pockets - Minimum 2.   

Rain Jacket for cycling - ideally one that condenses down quite 
small so you can fit in your pocket 

Wind breaker Jacket - you need this on the long descents if it is 
cold 

Winter Gloves - you need this on the long descents if it is cold. 
Waterproof is also good if it rains. Get seriously thick gloves. You will 
use them. 

Arm warmers

Leg warmers

Winter jacket - on the high passes if the weather turns bad it can 
get as low as zero degrees. Bring the warmest jacket you have. 

Shoe covers - When it rains it is useful to have waterproof shoe 
covers. A cheap version is a plastic shopping bag and some tape. 

Base layer - A warm base layer is recommended for the days we 
climb the big mountains 

  

CASUAL CLOTHING

Hat - the sun is strong at altitude  

Down jacket - It’s cold at altitude too and you will need this to keep 
warm 

OTHER

Washing powder 

Small bowl / spoon for eating breakfast  

Thermos for hot water 

Mobile phone with data plan 

Back up battery for your phone 

Backpack 

Daypack (Serk Kit bag will be provided) 

Lip Balm 

PERSONAL PRODUCTS

Sunscreen - get the highest factor you can 

Lip Balm - the wind is a killer and you will get dry lips 
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BIKE BOX

Pack your bike up in a sturdy bike case or bag. For the flight from 
Chengdu to Lin Zhi/Shigatse to Chengdu, the checkin luggage 
weight limit is 20kg.  

The reference charge for overweight luggage for above flight is 
50rmb/kg. Flights from Shanghai/Beijing to Chengdu would be in 
the 80rmb/kg range. 

(These prices are references and may go up and down 
depending on who is at the counter and how full the plane is or 
what the airline officer had for breakfast that day. On past trips 
some people have paid up to 2000 rmb for extra luggage for all 
legs for approximately 5-10kg overweight.) 

HAND LUGGAGE BAG

One medium sized luggage bag is recommended to pack your 
supplies in. You will take this onto plane and later with you in the 
bus that follows the ride. Generally you will only have access to 
this at the end of each day in the hotel. For access to kit during 
the ride use your Serk Kit bag. We suggest this bag be a standard 
hand luggage size suitcase or bag. Please don’t bring a 40kg 
mammoth bag as it slows down loading and unloading. 
 
In the past we find the following process works well -  

1. Pack your bike in the bike box and use some wheel bags to 
protect your wheels. Pack your clothing in the hand luggage bag. 
Pack excess stuff into the bike box. 
2. On arrival unpack your bike. Use one of the wheel bags to store 
items you won’t need to access everyday (eg spare tubes, extra 
food, excess clothes). 
3. Pack your Serk kit bag (see below) 
4. Leave your wheel bag in the Serk bus and access it every few 
days. Take the hand luggage bag in and out of hotel each day. Take 
the Serk kit bag bag in and out of the support vehicle each day. 

DAY PACK/ SERK KIT BAG

You will be supplied with a Serk Kit bag. It’s small and has 
compartments for all the necessary supplies you’ll need - arm 
warmers / gloves / jacket / shoes. You should be able to stuff every 
piece of technical cycling clothing you’ll need for all conditions into 
this bag. It is very similar to the kit bags that the pro’s use. It’s small 
so that it doesn’t take up too much space in our van and should be 
easy to access. 
 
Our support vehicle will stop at various points along the road and 
you may need to access different things out of the bag as the day 
progresses. This bag makes it easy for you (and us) to quickly find 
things (as each clothing category has a seperate compartment). 
 
BACK PACK 

If you prefer to take everything with you bring a small back pack. 
On days with bad weather this is a good idea so you have extra 
clothes available all the time. 



BIKE PREPARATION
Before you leave home make sure your bike is in tip top shape.  
There are hardly any bike shops in Tibet and if you have a problem 
with your bike you may have to ride in the bus the rest of the way 
and that would be a total disaster! 
 If you have disc brake bike, please make sure the brake is bled 
professionally, because high altitude put disc brakes under 
stress, and they can loose power if they are not correctly setup. 
Every year at least one rider has issues with disc brakes and 
finishes the descents with brown shorts!!!

In terms of gearing a 50/34 Compact crank and an 11-28 rear 
cassette is recommended as minimum. 11-32 or 11-34 will give you 
welcome respite on the long climbs. 

25-30C tyres are also recommended. 

Ask the bike shop to check the following : 

1. Tyres - Put new tyres one. 

2. Rims - check rims are not too worn 

3. Bearings - make sure all bearings are in good condition and not 
making any noise 

4. Check chain and cassette wear - replace worn out parts 

5. Check shifting 

6. Check and tighten all bolts - especially the cranks and bottom 
bracket 

7. Check hubs for play 

8. Check brake pads and ensure there is plenty of wear left on them 
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Bike

At least 5 spare tubes - please make sure these are the correct 
size to match your tyres 

Multitool - We suggest the Park Tool IB-2  
 
Spare tyre - if your wheels are not 700c. We will bring a few spare 
700c tyres which you can purchase if needed during the trip 

Mini pump - we suggest Lezyne Pressure Drive. Before you depart 
please make sure you know how to change your tyre using your 
tools and pump - test that everything works 

Tyre levers - Park Tool  

Tyre Repair kit 

Lights - Front and Rear flashing lights - very effective for being seen 
by drivers and on the queen stage you may start in the dark. 
 
Serk have stock of above items if required.  
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SOME TIPS ON AIR TRAVEL WITH BIKES IN CHINA

Air Travel is slightly different from other parts of the world (language included...) Here 
are a few things you need to watch out for.  

1. If your bike bag (packed) doesn’t go over 20kg you won’t be charged for the check-
in item(s) you have with the flight. Usually the people at the counter are a little more 
liberal with the weight -- 22kg sometimes squeeze by free, 25kg definitely does not.  

    Note: TOTAL WEIGHT of CHECK-IN is 20KG. You can check in multiple bags, but 
the total weight cannot exceed 20KG for free check-in. 

2. In the bike bag (or any of your check-ins) DO NOT pack batteries in your bike bag 
- that includes AAs for your lights, AAAs for your power meters, your Garmin, your 
mobile charger or anything that you think might get you into trouble. Seat post 
integrated Di2 batteries are fine. 

3. Bike bags are oversized items by default - the counter staff at the airport will 
WEIGH the bag(s), then you go to the oversized counter with your bag. When you 
are at the oversized counter, the staff there will ask you to take the bag(s) to go 
through the X-ray. Once through the X-ray machine, the bags should be checked 
in all the way.  

4. After landing, the bike bags will come out from oversized item window/counter - 
just need patiently wait there. 

5. In case of suspicion that your bag is lost - please check with the airport staff, and 
make sure the staff check it thoroughly.  (We had a guy who thought his bike bag 
went lost where in fact it fell off the belt when transporting from the plane to the 
oversized counter -- rest assured, this usually does not happen. 



Traveling through Tibet is an amazing travel 
experience. However there are significant constraints 
and logistical obstacles which make this bike tour 
different to others you may have previously been on.

EXPECTATIONS
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CONSTRAINTS

Tibet is a very sensitive area politically. As a result the whole territory 
is quite strictly controlled. This has a big impact on how our trip 
logistics and support is organized. For those that have lived in China 
you will understand how this works. For those that are new to China 
it may come as a bit of a shock to the system. 
 
Changing Rules 

From year to year, month to month and sometimes week to week the 
rules change. For instance a tourist bus may have an accident and 
then all tourist busses have 40 km/h speed limits applied overnight.  
There could be a protest in a small town and the whole town 
becomes off limits to all foreigners. There could be construction on 
the road and the road is shut in one direction for 24 hours without 
any notice.  
It’s a very complicated place to operate and each year on the trip 
we encounter some rule changes that can derail our diligent 
planning. So expect that some things may need to be changed at 
the last minute and that there is a possibility of things being 
completely turned upside down at any minute. On the upside the 
Serk team is very competent - from the bus driver to the Tibetan 
guide we have a lot of experience between us and will work out 

solutions to any thing that we face. We hope that you can take it in 
your stride as part of the adventure. 

 
 
 
Checkpoints 
 
There are checkpoints throughout Tibet. On average a few per day. 
Each year they are in different locations and at various times of the 
year new checkpoints spring up.  
Some of the areas we travel to seldom have foreigners. Seeing 
foreigners on bikes is not common and at some checkpoints there 
may be issues.  

Officially our Tibetan guide needs to be at a checkpoint when you 
pass through as a rider. Sometimes it is impossible for him to go 
ahead and show all the passports and our Tibet permit and you may 
need to wait at the check point and pass later on.  

This constraint makes logistics very difficult especially when you 
take into consideration the different speeds and fitness levels of 
riders. On a 100km ride sometimes the gap between the first and 
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last riders can be more than 1 hour. So the support vehicle 
sometimes needs to speed up to get to the checkpoint before the 
fastest riders or hang back for the last riders. That means there is a 
not a vehicle following you all the time like on some other bike trips. 
There could be times where you will be unsupported and you’ll need 
to take care of yourself. You might get wet from rain, cold at the top 
of a pass or hungry or thirsty because the support vehicle missed 
you. We try very hard to support everyone 100% of the time but 
sometimes its physically not possible. Sometimes the slowest rider 
will need to get into the support vehicle or the fastest riders will need 
to wait at a checkpoint. We hope you understand that the 
complicated constraints in Tibet are extremely difficult to manage. If 
you are unsupported or have to get into the vehicle or wait at some 
point we’ll do our best to make it up to you at a later stage of the trip.  
If the group are not too separated, the support should be sufficient 
for everyone.  
 
Speed Limits and slow transfers  
 
In many parts of Tibet tourist vehicles are limited to 40 km/h. This 
makes some transit legs slow and painful. It also means that 
vehicles can not always speed ahead to catch up with the fastest 
riders. Our drivers do their best - if they are caught speeding they 
loose their license immediately, get a huge fine and most likely their 
ability to earn a livelihood in the near future. 

We also limit the vehicle transfers as much as we can but at the 
same time we want you to see as much of Tibet as possible. This is 
probably the only trip you’ll take here for your lifetime. Expect some 
slow bus rides and long transfers - we think its worth it to see large 
swathes of the territory. 

Altitude and Safety  
 
Altitude sickness is serious. Every year we get riders that don’t 
believe it will affect them and on the first few days they go full gas 
trying to prove how fast they are. These same riders either get sick 
after a few days or have completely run out of power by the end of 
the trip and end up in the sag wagon with a red face. Don’t be one 
of these riders. Take it easy and slowly build into the riding at 
altitude. It’s more enjoyable and you wont make an idiot of yourself. 
We’ll be pretty serious about this. We know you are on holiday and 
we don’t want to stop all the fun but we know from experience that 
altitude is a great leveller and should not be messed with. 
 
We are also riding on public roads and will experience some 
breathtaking descents. Please take it easy. Remember that this is 
not Europe or US where a quality hospital is never too far away. We 
are traveling in some of the remotest parts of the world and decent 
hospitals are a long long way away. Take it easy and keep it safe. 

Quality of Accommodation / Service 
 
Tibet is not well know for quality Hotels and Restaurants. Wifi is 
almost useless. Some restaurants take forever to serve food and will 
muck up the order. This is all part of the charm of traveling in Tibet. 
We’ve worked hard to find the best places in each town we stay in. 
Some towns the best hotel is still pretty bad. Where ever we can we 
make it up with a stay in a really good hotel to try and balance it out. 
If you are concerned about the food bring some of your favourite 
comfort food / snacks with you. If you like plush towels bring your 
favourite with you.
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Will I get left behind ? 
How will I know where to go ? 
How should I prepare for each day ? 
What happens if I get chased by a Tibetan dog ? 
Can you change my flat tyres ? 

TRIP LOGISTICS
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ON THE ROAD
The following pages have as much info as we can prepare on how 
the trip will run on the road.  
 
Please note these details are subject to change. The rules and 
regulations change in Tibet quite frequently so the plans outlined in 
the following pages may change. These changes are out of our 
control and are a part of traveling in Tibet - one of the most sensitive 
and controlled areas of China. 
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SUPPORT VEHICLE 
 

We have 3 support vehicles ; 

1 Passenger Bus -  carrying passengers and some luggage 

1 Serk Van - carrying bikes and supplies 

1 Sweeping Van - sweeping, carrying supply and luggage 

Van/bus

The van/bus will drive ahead of the group 10-20km and wait at that 
location till a pre-determined time or most rider pass and then drive 
a further 20km down the road and wait, and provide supply. The 
fastest riders can stop in at the van for more supplies and then keep 
riding. This process will be repeated till the Van reaches the 
destination. 
 
The stopping points of the Van might sometimes be the top of a 
pass or small town, etc. Each day we will have a briefing on next 
day plan 

The bus sometimes will need go ahead to the destination town 
earlier before the end of the day riding for sorting out paper work, 

Sweeping van

The sweeping van will sometimes drive ahead of the group and wait 
at that location till the last rider arrives and then drive a further down 
the road and wait again. This process will be repeated till the van 
reaches the destination. 
 

If you are considerably faster than others be prepared to wait 
for support or if considerably slower you will be asked to stop 
riding and sit in the bus for part of the distance. Because of the 
differences in fitness in the group, riders will be spread across 
the course so support system focusses on the majority. If you 
are concerned about missing the support stops carry a back 
pack with extra clothing, food and water for the first few days 
until you work out how to best utilize the support system. 

Support Vehicle Loading Process

At the Hotel each morning each rider should have two bags - a day 
bag (with all the clothing, food and spares you might need for the 
days ride) and your normal suitcase. Once the normal suitcase is 
loaded into the van/bus,  you will not be able to access it until at the 
end of the day at the hotel. You may bring the day bag to the bus or 
sweeping van depending on which supporting vehicle you will 
access often. 
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HIGH PASS PROCEDURE  

In Tibet the weather can change quickly. Sometimes in the valley it is 
warm and sunny but by the time you reach the top of a 5000m pass 
its snowing.  
 
We’ve set up this High Pass Procedure so that it is clear how the 
support will operate. 
 
1. All riders will regroup with support vehicles at the bottom of the 
pass (ie before you start climbing) 
 
2. The bus will drive in front of the fastest climbers and stop at 
various points on the climb to provide support. 
 
3. The bus will wait 10 or so minutes in each location for slower 
riders before moving up the pass. 
 
4. The bus will reach the top of the pass before the first rider (it’s 
essential there is shelter for the riders once he/she stops climbing) 
 
5. The van will drive in front of the slowest climber and stop at 
various points to provide support all the way to the top of the pass. 
 
6. In the case of an emergency the van will be used as a transport 
vehicle. The bus will stay at the top of the pass to provide shelter for 
arriving riders. 

 
 
7. If the weather is not good its advisable to bring gear with you on 
the bike - eg. rain coat, gloves, arm warmers. 
 
8. Remember if it starts raining and there is no support vehicle near 
by just keep riding and you’ll stay warm - there will be support at the 
top or the sweeping van will catch up with you. If you stop for too 
long without shelter you can get cold very quickly in bad weather.  
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HOW WILL I KNOW WHERE TO 
GO ? 
There are not too many roads in Tibet so most of the rides are 
straightforward from one town to a destination town down the road. 
There is usually only one road to get there.  

For each day’s riding we have prepared a route file. This can be 
viewed on a Garmin /Wahoo GPS unit.  

  
 
We will also use the WeChat group to mark locations of Hotels / 
lunch stops etc. Please make sure you have an internet connection 
on your phone. China Mobile / Unicom data plans all work in Tibet. 
China Mobile has better coverage however. 

HOW SHOULD I PREPARE FOR 
EACH DAY ? 
Working out how much food and clothing to take with you in your 
day bag and how much to carry on the bike each day takes some 
experience. Here is what we suggest ; 

Day Pack (this stays inside your support vehicle)

Sunscreen 
Walking shoes 
Change of clothes 
Spare jersey (incase the one you are wearing gets soaked) 
Spare socks (see above) 
3 or 4 energy bars 
Spare tubes 
Down Jacket 
Hat 
Shoe covers 
Winter gloves 
Wind Breaker Jacket 
Base Layer 
Arm warmers / leg warmers 
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On the bike / in your Jersey 

Spare tube 
Patches and glue 
Multi tool 
Smart phone 
Spare battery  
Pump 
3 or 4 energy bars 
2 big bottles of water (mounted to your bike) 
Rain jacket (folded up small) 
Tyre levers 
Cash 
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WILL I GET CHASED BY TIBETAN 
DOGS ? 

Maybe. We have heard stories of cyclists being chased but have 
never experienced it ourselves in 1000’s of km of cycling in Tibetan 
areas. Just be aware that Tibet Mastiffs are guardians for herds, 
flocks, tents etc so they if they are unfamiliar with cyclists they may 
mistake you for an attacker and go after you! 

CAN YOU CHANGE MY FLAT 
TYRES ? 

If you have a flat tyre on the road it is your responsibility to 
change the tube. If one of our staff are nearby we will gladly help 
you out. If you are not sure how to change a tube please see this 
video and practice on your own wheels at home before you leave. 

We have a bike mechanic in the team so if your bike has issues 
during the trip we can take a look at it and do our best to keep it in 
tip top shape. If you have an issue with your bike please let us know 
at the end of a days riding so we can address the issue in the 
evening. If you tell us 5 minutes before we are scheduled to leave its 
probably going to be too late. 

We will bring some tools and common spare parts with us on the trip 
- enough to fix basic problems. However if something more serious 
happens to your bike and we can’t repair it then for the rest of the 
trip you will be a passenger in the bus.  
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SUPPORT STAFF 

In our team we will have 8 support staff. 6 Serk Staff will provide 
ride, mechanical and general support. 2 Local Staff provide guiding 
and driving services.  

If your bike has issues during the trip we can take a look at it and do 
our best to keep it in tip top shape. If you have an issue with your 
bike please let us know at the end of a days riding so we can 
address the issue in the evening. If you tell us 5 minutes before 
we are scheduled to leave its probably going to be too late.

Our Serk van equipped with some tools and common spare parts - 
enough to fix basic problems. However if something more serious 
happens to your bike and we can’t repair it then for the rest of 
the trip you will be a passenger in the bus.

In addition we will have a Government approved Tibet Guide / 
minder (a requirement for all foreigners traveling to Tibet) and a Bus 
and van driver. The Tibet Guide will take care of our permits and 
permission, Hotel bookings, entrance tickets and also provide some 
tourist info on Tibet. Some guides are fabulous and others are so-so 
- lets hope we are allocated a good one. 

The Tibet Guide and drivers will work hard to look after us on 
this trip (cycling trips are far more demanding on the staff than 
regular tourist trips) so we suggest providing some tips at the 
end of the trip. We usually suggest that guests pool some 
money together and give it to the guides in a lump sum - US$5 
per day per guest is suggested.

CONTACT DETAILS 

Shannon Bufton 134 2647 4634 

Li Xi   188 1110 3944 
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FOOD
The Tibetan diet is very simple and not tremendously exciting to 
many western palates. Fresh vegetables and fruit are difficult to 
cultivate on the plateau so are not commonplace. Instead there is an 
abundance of dairy and yak, goat and mutton meat.  
The staple drink is yak butter tea which is a combination of Yak 
butter, salt and tea leaves. It is said that drinking the tea helps 
prevent chapped lips and the high caloric energy provided by the 
tea is particularly suited to high altitude.  
 
More info on Tibetan Cuisine can be found here. 

We also prepare coffee for each day and will have drinking water, 
riding snacks, bananas etc available. 
 
Despite the general lack of excitement about Tibetan food along the 
route there are also some great restaurants which we’ve hand 
picked and we look forward to sharing with you.
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Bring some of your favorite comfort 
food along as many Westerners and 
Chinese find Tibetan food lacking 
variety.
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ACCOMMODATION
The accommodation options in Tibet are limited, especially in the 
smaller remote towns. We always book the best accommodation we 
can find. Our stays will range from 5 star Hotels to local guest 
houses. Note that the trip fee is calculated based on standard 2-
people DOUBLE BED ROOMS- please contact us if you have 
special needs.

 
In general the services in Tibetan Hotels are below what you would 
expect in China and the West so please come prepared with 
patience and an understanding that we are in a very remote and 
undeveloped part of the world. 

Hotels are as follows : 

Lhasa - Lhasa hotel  
Shannan - Shannan Zeyuan Hotel 
Langxian - Local Guest house 
Milin - Hilton Hotel 
Gyantse -  Gyantse Hotel 
Shigatse - Wangrui International 
Tingri -  Everest Guest house  
Lhatse － Lhatse Shanghai Hotel
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THE ROUTE

5



Destination Towns

Vehicle Transfers

Riding Route



DAY 1. ARRIVING CHENGDU
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Timetable

18:00 Meet at Hotel for dinner and briefing

We arrive in Chengdu today.  

Check into the Airport Hotel (5 star) and relax. In the 
evening we will have a briefing session for the 
adventure ahead!  
 
For the Chengdu Airport Hotel bus: 
 
The hotel we are staying in Chengdu is called 
“Chengdu Airport Hotel 成都空港⼤酒店“， after you 
pickup your luggage, you can call this hotel number 
028- 8520 8888 (international 8628- 8520 8888) to 
order hotel shuttle bus for pickup. The hotel bus 
normally arrive and park at T2 outside domestic 
arrival Gate 5 or T1 outside 2nd level (departure 
level). If you arrive at T1, you need to turn left and 
take the lift to Level 2, walk out of Gate 5 and wait. 
The van is a coaster about 19 seater. When you call 
the hotel, you may be asked for booking name which 
is Serk. You could also let Serk staff through WeChat 
to help calling hotel to send pickup bus.  



DAY 2.  CHENGDU- MILIN LINZHI
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Timetable

Flight to Lin Zhi 

Mid-day Arrive in Lin Zhi

Afternoon Rest, relax, bike check, test ride

Group Dinner

A short flight from Chengdu to Linzhi Milin airport. Linzhi is inside 
the KongPo region of Tibet. We take a short drive to the Hotel in 
Milin (altitude 2900m) and relax for the afternoon. Unpack bikes 
and take it easy. It’s your first day at altitude so it is important to 
give the body some time to adjust. Check out the interesting 
history and geography of this region on the following pages.  

  



DAY 3. MILIN - LANGXIAN 
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Timetable

07:30 Serk Breakfast

08:30 Check out of Hotel and pack bus

10:00 Arrive Wolong Zhen - light snacks

10:30 Start Riding

15:30 Arrive Langxian 

16:30 Rest and relax

17:30 Group Dinner

After breakfast we will drive you up the road 67km 
to Wolong Zhen. Today is the first day of riding and 
what a day it will be! You will ride for 100km along 
the fast flowing Tsangpo river. It’s up and down all 
day as you follow the curves of the river. Take it 
easy today as its your first day of riding at altitude. 
If you are not feeling great don’t be ashamed to 
get into the support vehicle for a rest. We stay at 
Fuzhou Hotel at Langxian tonight.  



DAY 4. GYACA - SHANNAN

Timetable

07::30 Breafast

08:00 Check out of Hotel and pack bus

10:30 Arrive Gyaca - light snacks

11:30 Start Riding

16:00 Arrive Shannan 

Relax - Rest

17:30 Group Dinner

The ride starts in Gyaca. We’ll bus from Langxian 
to Gyaca in the morning, then start riding from 
Gyaca to Shannan. There is tunnel at around 22km 
point, we will regroup to go through the tunnel 
together. Bring your lights! Today’s riding you will 
keep following the river and through a stunning 
gorge with mountains on both of your side. If lucky 
you will see wild monkeys. Watch for falling rocks 
along this road as well. Again it’s not a day for 
pushing yourself try to reserve your energy and 
adjust to altitude so you are ready for the later 
stages. We will stay at Shannan tonight.  



DAY 5. SHANNAN - SAMYE - LHASA

Timetable

07:30 Hotel Breakfast

08:30 Start Riding towards the palace

10:30 Finish riding & Loading the van

11:00 Visit Samye Monastery

12:00 lunch then leave for Lhasa

14:30 Arriving in Lhasa, check in and then explore

18:00 Group Dinner

The day starts with a ride towards the Samye 
Monastery. This is a chill day to help you further 
acclimatization. After a climbing a small hill, we 
arrive Samye Monastery. Shannan area is the 
origin of Tibetan culture. After a brief visit of the 
Monastery and lunch, we load the van and head 
off to Lhasa. We will arrive at Lhasa early, and 
have some time to relax there.  



DAY 6. LHASA
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Today is a rest day in Lhasa. We will visit the famous Potala Palace 
and shop around in the old town of Lhasa. Due to scheduling for 
Potala Palace visiting, this day’s schedule will be fluid. 

  



DAY 7. LHASA - NAGARZE - GYANTSE

Timetable

07:00 Hotel Breakfast

08:00 Check out of Hotel and pack bus

11:00 Start Riding

13:00 Lunch break

18:30 Hotel Check in - relax - dinner

After breakfast, we drive from Lhasa to the top of 
Khampa La Pass where we will have a great view 
of Yamdrok Lake. We will start riding from there. 
The start is a descent - watch out for holes and 
drivers who sometimes do mindless U-turns. You’ll 
ride along the spectacular Yamdrok Lake. The flat 
is usually accompanied by a good headwind and 
we suggest riding in groups to save energy. We 
will stop over and have lunch in a small town 
called Nagarze, then ride on towards Gyantse. We 
have one high pass to conquer – The Kalurong 
Pass is 30km long (4950m). At the top, you will see 
Karola Glacier before dipping down into a majestic 
valley. We plan to packup the van at 120km point 
and drive to Gyantse, if time permitted, you may 
be able to push on to Gyantse.  

  



DAY 8. GYANTSE - SHIGATZE
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Timetable

08:00 Hotel Breakfast

09:00 Check out of Hotel and pack bus

09:30 Start Riding

13:00 Arrive Shigatze Hotel

13:30 Lunch at Songtsen Tibetan Restaurant

15:30 Explore Tashihunpo Monastery

18:00 Group Dinner 

Today’s ride is downhill all the way. It travels along 
winding roads through villages and countryside. 
You will see the locals working in the fields make 
sure you wave! We ride hotel to hotel.  

If you have tail wind, it can be your fast day!  

In the afternoon we’ll visit the Tashilhunpo 
Monastery.  

  



DAY 9. SHIGATZE - TINGRI
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Timetable

07:30 Hotel Breakfast

08:00 Check out of Hotel and pack bus

08:30 Depart for Lhatse

11:30 Lhatse - Finish Lunch

12:00 Start Riding

17:00 Arrive Tingri

18:30 Group Dinner 

20:00 Pack bikes in van for tomorrow

We drive out of Shigatze to our lunch stop at 
Lhatse. From here we start riding. We will all ride 
up to the highest pass on the trip at 5181m 
(25.3km long). This is a tough one! This pass 
normally has strong wind so get ready for a battle. 
After a brief stop at the top to catch breath and 
grab some supplies its downhill all the way to 
Tingri. We ride beside a picturesque river most of 
the way to our destination - Tingri.  
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Timetable

04:00 Serk Breakfast

04:30 Depart in van to EBC park

05:30 Arrive EBC park - start riding

13:00 Lunch at EBC next to Rongbuk Monastery

14:00 Explore EBC

15:00 Depart EBC

19:00 Arrive Lhatse / Group Dinner

DAY 10. EVEREST 

Today we rise early for what should be the highlight 
of the trip - riding to Everest. We will take the van to 
the gate of the EBC park.  

The riders have the choice to ride up the first pass 
or drive up this pass and start riding from the top. 
For everyone its a tough day of riding but it will 
undoubtedly be one you will never forget. If lucky 
you’ll will see Everest right in front of you as you turn 
one of the last corners. 

The 1st climb is 871m in elevation and 21 
kilometers; the descend is roughly 30km; then you 
have about 40kms of 2% climb going up to the 
Everest. We will stop and Rongbuk Monastery 
which is the end of the route. Time for photos and 
rest in Rongbuk Cafe. Then we head back to 
Lhatse.  

  



DAY 11. LATSE - SHIGATSE
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Timetable

08:00 Hotel Breakfast

08:30 Check out of Hotel & depart

13:30 Lunch in Shigatse

15:30 Pack bikes and luggage / free time

18:00 Final Dinner

A drive today back to Shigatse. After we arrive at Shigatse, 
time to packup our bikes and enjoy the last afternoon and 
shopping.  



DAY 12. SHIGATSE - CHENGDU
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Timetable

Check out of Hotel & depart

Flight Departs

The final day of the trip. Say our last goodbye to Tibet. We 
head to airport! You can finally sleep in tomorrow !  



Have a Garmin or a Smartphone ? We’ve got you 
covered. All of the route has been mapped out so you 
can follow it on your device while you ride.  

The conditions change in Tibet on a weekly basis 
so we will provide the final Garmin files about a 
week out from the trip. 

TECH
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GARMIN DEVICES
Even the most basic Garmin have the ability to display TCX 
routes. Later models will show you the route on a map and earlier 
cheaper models just show a breadcrumb trail and your location. 

Follow these steps to get the Tibet trip routes onto your device : 

1. We will distribute .tcx files before the trip. 

2. Plug your Garmin into your computer. 

3. The Garmin device should come up on your desktop. Open 
the folder and navigate to the “New Files” directory 

4. Copy the .tcx’s file you just downloaded from ridewithgps.com 
(one for each day of riding) into this folder. 

5. Eject the Garmin device 

6. Navigate to courses on your Garmin and the Course map 
should be there. The name will correspond with the file name 
of the .tcx file. 

7. On older Garmin devices you may need to use Garmin 
Training Centre to “send” the course to the unit. 

8. If you use smart phone, you can down Komoot app and open 
the file with Komoot and save the files. Then you can use 
Komoot for navigation as well. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA
We have put lots of effort into planning and organizing this trip and 
we hope that you have thoroughly enjoyed your experience with us.  
It would be marvelous if you could help promote our business on 
social media when you post about your experiences on the trip. 

We will use the #serktibettrip hashtag on  
our social media accounts.  

Our accounts  

Instagram @serkcycling 

Facebook @serkbeijing 

Weibo @serk_bike 

WeChat @serkcycling 

Twitter @bikebeijing 
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TIBET INFO
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HISTORY
Tibet’s history has been a heady mixture of invasion and intrigue, of 
soaring religious debate and of reincarnation, miracles and murders, 
all taking place under the back- drop of one of the world’s most 
extreme environments. If one event has defined Tibet, it has been 
the nation’s remarkable transformation from warring expansionist 
empire to non-violent Buddhist nation. Running alongside Tibet’s 
history has been its knotty, intertwined relationship with its giant 
neighbour China.  

The best single-volume introduction to Tibetan history is Sam van 
Schaik’s Tibet: A History. It’s even-handed, engrossing and highly 
recommended as a key to understanding the region.  

Murky Origins 

The origins of the Tibetan people are not clearly known. Today, Chi- 
nese historians claim the Tibetan people originally migrated from the 
present-day areas of the Qīnghǎi–Gānsù plains and were 
descended from people known as Qiang. Although there is 
evidence of westward migration, it is not possible to trace a single 
origin of the Tibetan people.  
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The following pages are from the Lonely Plant guide to Tibet. If 
you are looking for a great doco check out BBC’s Wild China 
episode 3 (british VPN required) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ3D-8Xhok8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ3D-8Xhok8


The Tibetan people have their own mythic stories explaining their 
origins. According to legend, the earth was covered in a vast sea; 
eventually the water receded and land appeared in the present-day 
Tsetang area in central Tibet. In a curious paralleling of evolution 
theory, the first humans were descendants of the union between a 
monkey and ogress (later identified as the emanations of Chenresig, 
the Bodhisattva of Compassion, and the goddess Drolma). The half-
simian offspring eventually evolved into six families known as Se, 
Mu, Dong, Tong, Wra and Dru, who became the six clans of the 
Tibetan people.  

Kings, Warriors & the Tibetan Empire 

As early myths of the origin of the Tibetan people suggest, the 
Yarlung Valley was the cradle of central Tibetan civilisation. The 
early Yarlung kings, although glorified in legend, were probably no 
more than chief- tains whose domains extended not much further 
than the Yarlung Valley itself. A reconstruction of Tibet’s first fortress, 
Yumbulagang, can still be seen in the Yarlung Valley, and it is here 
that the 28th king of Tibet is said to have received Tibet’s first 
Buddhist scriptures in the 5th century AD, when they fell from 
heaven onto the roof of Yumbulagang.  

By the 6th century the Yarlung kings, through conquest and 
alliances, had made significant headway in unifying much of central 
Tibet. Namri Songtsen (c 570–619), the 32nd Tibetan king, 
continued this trend and extended Tibetan influence into inner Asia, 
defeating the Qiang tribes on China’s borders. But the true flowering 
of Tibet as an important regional power came about with the 
accession to rule of Namri Songtsen’s son, Songtsen Gampo (r 629–
49).  

Under Songtsen Gampo the armies of Tibet ranged as far afield as 
northern India and threatened even the great Tang dynasty in China. 
Both Nepal and China reacted to the Tibetan incursions by 
reluctantly agreeing to alliances through marriage. Princess 
Wencheng, Songtsen Gampo’s Chinese bride, and Princess 
Bhrikuti, his Nepali bride, became important historical figures, as it 
was through their influence that Buddhism first gained royal 
patronage and a foothold on the Tibetan plateau.  

Contact with the Chinese led to the introduction of astronomy and 
medicine, while a delegation sent to India brought back the basis for 
a Tibetan script. It was used in the first translations of Buddhist 
scriptures, in drafting a code of law and in writing the first histories 
of Tibet.  

For two centuries after the reign of Songtsen Gampo, Tibet con- 
tinued to grow in power and influence. By the time of King Trisong 
Detsen’s reign (r 755–97), Tibetan influence extended over 
Turkestan (modern-day Xīnjiāng), northern Pakistan, Nepal and 
India. In China,  

Tibetan armies conquered Gānsù and Sìchuān and gained brief 
con- trol over the Silk Road, including the great Buddhist cave 
complex of Dūnhuáng.  

Introduction of Buddhism  

By the time Buddhism arrived in Tibet during the reign of Songtsen 
Gampo, it had already flourished for around 1100 years and had 
become the principal faith of all Tibet’s neighbouring countries. But it 
was slow to take hold in Tibet.  
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Early Indian missionaries, such as the famous Shantarakshita, faced 
great hostility from the Bön-dominated court. The influence of 
Songtsen Gampo’s Buddhist Chinese and Nepali wives was almost 
certainly limited to the royal court, and priests of the time were 
probably Indian and Chinese, not Tibetan.  

It was not until King Trisong Detsen’s reign that Buddhism began to 
take root. Trisong Detsen was responsible for founding Samye 
Monas- tery, the first institution to carry out the crucial systematic 
translation of Buddhist scriptures and the training of Tibetan monks.  

Contention over the path that Buddhism was to take in Tibet cul- 
minated in the Great Debate of Samye, in which King Trisong Detsen 
is said to have adjudicated in favour of Indian teachers over the 
Chan (Zen) approach of Chinese advocates. There was, however, 
considerable opposition to this institutionalised, clerical form of 
Buddhism, largely from supporters of the Bön faith. The next Tibetan 
king, Tritsug Det- sen Ralpachen, was assassinated by his brother, 
Langdharma, who launched an attack on Buddhism. In 842 
Langdharma was himself assassinated – by a Buddhist monk – and 
the Tibetan state soon collapsed into a number of warring 
principalities. In the confusion that followed, support for Buddhism 
dwindled and clerical monastic Buddhism experienced a 150-year 
hiatus.  

Second Diffusion of Buddhism  

Overwhelmed initially by local power struggles, Buddhism gradually 
be- gan to exert its influence again. As the tide of Buddhist faith 
receded in India, Nepal and China, Tibet slowly emerged as the 
most devoutly Bud- dhist nation in the world. Never again was Tibet 
to rise to arms.  

The so-called second diffusion of Buddhism corresponded with two 
developments. First, Tibetan teachers who had taken refuge in 
Kham, to the east, returned to central Tibet in the late 10th century 
and estab- lished new monasteries. The second great catalyst was 
the arrival of two figures in far western Tibet: the Bengali Buddhist 
scholar Atisha (Jowoje in Tibetan; 982–1054), whom the kings of 
Guge in far western Tibet invited to Tibet in the mid-11th century; 
and the great translator Rinchen  

Zangpo (958–1055), who after travelling to India brought back 
Buddhist texts and founded dozens of monasteries in the far West. 
Travellers can still get a sense of the glory years of the kingdom of 
Guge at the spectacular site of Tsaparang (p181) and at Thöling 
Monastery (p180).  

Back in central Tibet disciples of Atisha, chiefly Dromtönpa, were in- 
strumental in establishing the Kadampa order and such early 
monasteries as Reting.  

The Sakyas & the Mongols 

With the assassination of Tritsug Detsen Ralpachen and the collapse 
of a central Tibetan state, Tibet’s contacts with China withered. By 
the time the Tang dynasty collapsed in 907, China had already 
recovered almost all the territory it had previously lost to the 
Tibetans. Throughout the Song dynasty (960–1276) the two nations 
had virtually no contact with each other, and Tibet’s sole foreign 
contacts were with its southern Bud- dhist neighbours.  

This was all to change when Genghis (Chinggis) Khan launched a 
se- ries of conquests in 1206 that led to a vast Mongol empire that 
straddled Central Asia and China. By 1239 the Mongols started to 
send raiding parties onto the Tibetan plateau. Numerous 
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monasteries were razed and the Mongols almost reached Lhasa, 
before turning back.  

Tibetan accounts have it that returning Mongol troops related the 
spiritual eminence of the Tibetan lamas to Godan Khan, grandson of 
Genghis Khan and ruler of the Kokonor region (which means ‘Blue 
Sea’ in Mongolian) in modern-day Qīnghǎi. In response, Godan 
summoned Sakya Pandita, the head of Sakya Monastery, to his 
court. The outcome of this meeting was the beginning of a blurry 
priest-patron (cho-yon) relationship that has come to dog the 
definitions of Tibetan independence and its relationship to China. 
Tibetan Buddhism became the state religion of the Mongol empire in 
east Asia, and the head Sakya lama became its spiritual leader, a 
position that also entailed temporal authority over Tibet. The 
Sakyapa ascendancy lasted less than 100 years but its ties to the 
Mongol Yuan dynasty was to have profound effects on Tibet’s future.  

Tibetan Independence (Part I) 

Certain Chinese claims on Tibet have looked to the Mongol Yuan 
dynasty overlordship of the high plateau, and the priest-patron 
relationship existing at the time, as setting a precedent for Chinese 
sovereignty over Tibet. The Yuan dynasty may have claimed 
sovereignty over Tibet, yet this ‘Chinese’ dynasty was itself 
governed by the invading Mongols and their ruler Kublai Khan. Pro-
independence supporters state that this is like India claiming 
sovereignty over Myanmar (Burma) because both were ruled by the 
British.  

In reality, Tibetan submission was offered to the Mongols before they 
conquered China and it ended when the Mongols fell from power in 
that country. When the Mongol empire disintegrated, both China and 

Tibet regained their independence. Due to the initial weakness of 
the Ming dynasty, Sino-Tibetan relations effectively took on the form 
of exchanges of diplomatic courtesies by two independent 
governments.  

The Tibetans undertook to remove all traces of the Mongol 
administra- tion, drawing on the traditions of the former Yarlung 
kings. Officials were required to dress in the manner of the former 
royal court, a revised version of King Songtsen Gampo’s code of law 
was enacted, a new taxation system was enforced, and scrolls 
depicting the glories of the Yarlung dynasty were commissioned. 
The movement was a declaration of Tibet’s independence from 
foreign interference and a search for national identity.  

Rise of the Gelugpa & the Dalai Lamas 

In 1374, a young man named Lobsang, later known as Tsongkhapa, 
set out from his home near Kokonor in Amdo to central Tibet, where 
he undertook training with all the major schools of Tibetan 
Buddhism. By the time he was 25 he had already gained a 
reputation as a teacher and a writer.  

Tsongkhapa established a monastery at Ganden, near Lhasa, where 
he refined his thinking, steering clear of political intrigue, and 
espousing doctrinal purity and monastic discipline. Although it 
seems unlikely that Tsongkhapa intended to found another school of 
Buddhism, his teachings attracted many disciples, who found his 
return to the original teachings of Atisha an exciting alternative to the 
politically tainted Sak- yapa and Kagyupa orders. Tsongkhapa’s 
movement became known as the Gelugpa (Virtuous) order, which 
today remains the dominant school in Tibet.  
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By the time of the third reincarnated head of the Gelugpa, Sonam 
Gyatso (1543–88), the Mongols began to take a renewed interest in 
Ti- bet’s new and increasingly powerful order. In a move that 
mirrored the 13th-century Sakyapa entrance into the political arena, 
Sonam Gyatso accepted an invitation to meet with Altyn Khan near 
Kokonor in 1578. At the meeting, Sonam Gyatso received the title of 
dalai, meaning ‘ocean’, and implying ‘ocean of wisdom’. The title 
was retrospectively bestowed on his previous two reincarnations, 
and so Sonam Gyatso became the third Dalai Lama.  

Their relationship with the Mongols marked the Gelugpa’s entry into 
the turbulent waters of worldly affairs. It is no surprise that the Tsang 
kings and the Karmapa of Tsurphu Monastery saw this Gelugpa-
Mongol alliance as a direct threat to their power. Bickering ensued, 
and in 1611 the Tsang king attacked Drepung and Sera Monasteries 
as the country slid into civil war. The fourth (Mongolian) Dalai Lama 
fled central Tibet and died at the age of 25 in 1616.  

The Great Fifth Dalai Lama  

A successor to the fourth Dalai Lama was soon discovered, and the 
boy was brought to Lhasa, again under Mongol escort. In the 
meantime, Mongol intervention in Tibetan affairs continued in the 
guise of support for the embattled Gelugpa order.  

Unlike the Sakya-Mongol domination of Tibet, under which the head 
Sakya lama was required to reside in the Mongol court, the fifth 
Dalai Lama was able to rule from within Tibet. With the backing of 
the Mongol Gushri Khan, all of Tibet was pacified by 1656, and the 
Dalai Lama’s control ranged from Mt Kailash in the west to Kham in 
the east. Ngawang Lobsang Gyatso, the fifth Dalai Lama, had 
become both the spiritual and temporal sovereign of a unified Tibet.  

The fifth Dalai Lama is remembered as having ushered in a great 
new age for Tibet. He made a tour of Tibet’s monasteries, and 
although he stripped most Kadampa monasteries – his chief rivals 
for power – of their riches, he allowed them to re-establish. A new 
flurry of monastic construction began, the major achievement being 
Labrang Monastery (in what is now Gānsù province). In Lhasa, work 
began on a fitting residence for the head of the Tibetan state: the 
Potala.  

Manchus, Mongols & Murder 

With the death of the fifth Dalai Lama in 1682, the weakness of re- 
incarnation as a system of succession became apparent. The 
Tibetan government was confronted with the prospect of finding his 
reincar- nation and then waiting 18 years until the boy came of age. 
The great personal prestige and authority of the fifth Dalai Lama had 
played no small part in holding together a newly unified Tibet. The 
Dalai Lama’s regent decided to shroud the Dalai Lama’s death in 
secrecy, announcing that the fifth lama had entered a long period of 
meditation (over 10 years!).  

In 1695 the secret was leaked and the regent was forced to hastily 
en- throne the sixth Dalai Lama, a boy of his own choosing. The 
choice was an unfortunate one and could not have come at a worse 
time.  

Tibet’s dealings with the new Qing government went awry from the 
start. Kangxi, the second Qing emperor, took offence when the 
death of the fifth Dalai Lama was concealed from him. At the same 
time, an ambitious Mongol prince named Lhabzang Khan came to 
the conclusion that earlier Mongol leaders had taken too much of a 
back-seat position in their relations with the Tibetans and appealed 
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to Emperor Kangxi for support. It was granted and, in 1705, Mongol 
forces descended on Lhasa, deposing the sixth Dalai Lama. 
Depending on your source, he either died at Lithang (where he was 
probably murdered), or he lived to a ripe old age in Amdo. The 
seventh Dalai Lama was subsequently found in Lithang, fulfilling a 
famous poem written by the sixth.  

In 1717 the Dzungar Mongols from Central Asia attacked and 
occupied Lhasa for three years, killing Lhabzang Khan and 
deposing the seventh Dalai Lama. The resulting confusion in Tibet 
was the opportunity for which Emperor Kangxi had been waiting. He 
responded by sending a military expedition to Lhasa. The Chinese 
troops drove out the Dzungar Mongols and were received by the 
Tibetans as liberators. They were unlikely to have been received any 
other way: with them, they brought the seventh Dalai Lama, who had 
been languishing in Kumbum Monastery under Chinese ‘protection’.  

Emperor Kangxi wasted no time in declaring Tibet a protectorate of 
China. Two Chinese representatives, known as ambans (a 
Manchurian word), were installed at Lhasa, along with a garrison of 
Chinese troops. It was just a beginning, leading to two centuries of 
Manchu overlordship and serving as a convenient historical 
precedent for the communist take- over nearly 250 years later.  

Manchu Overlordship 

The seventh Dalai Lama ruled until his death in 1757. However, at 
this point it became clear that another ruler would have to be 
appointed until the next Dalai Lama reached adulthood. The post of 
regent (gyeltshab) was created.  

It is perhaps a poor reflection on the spiritual attainment of the la- 
mas appointed as regents that few were willing to relinquish the 

reins once they were in the saddle. In the 120 years between the 
death of the seventh Dalai Lama and the adulthood of the 13th, 
actual power was wielded by the Dalai Lamas for only seven years. 
Three of them died very young and under suspicious 
circumstances. Only the eighth Dalai Lama survived into his 
adulthood, living a quiet, contemplative life until the age of 45.  

Barbarians at the Doorstep  

Early contact between Britain and Tibet commenced with a mission 
to Shigatse headed by a Scotsman, George Bogle, in 1774. Bogle 
soon ingratiated himself with the Panchen Lama – to the extent of 
marrying one of his sisters. With the death of the third Panchen 
Lama in 1780 and the ban on foreign contact that came after the 
Gurkha invasion of Tibet in 1788, Britain lost all official contact with 
Tibet.  

Meanwhile, Britain watched nervously as the Russian empire swal- 
lowed up Central Asia, pushing its borders 1000km further towards 
In- dia. The reported arrival of Russian ‘adviser’ Agvan Dorjieff in 
Lhasa exacerbated fears that Russia had military designs on British 
India, the ‘jewel in the crown’ of the empire.  

When Dorjieff led an envoy from the Dalai Lama to Tsar Nicholas II in 
1898, 1900 and 1901, and when British intelligence confirmed that 
Lhasa had received Russian missions (while similar British advances 
had been refused), the Raj broke into a cold sweat. There was even 
wild conjecture that the tsar was poised to convert to Buddhism.  

It was against this background that Russophobe Lord Curzon, 
viceroy of India, decided to nip Russian designs in the bud. In late 
1903 a British military expedition led by Colonel Francis 
Younghusband entered Tibet via Sikkim. After several months 
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waiting for a Tibetan delegation, the British moved on to Lhasa, 
where it was discovered that the Dalai Lama had fled to Mongolia 
with Dorjieff. However, an Anglo-Tibetan conven- tion was signed 
following negotiations with Tri Rinpoche, the abbot of Ganden whom 
the Dalai Lama had appointed as regent in his absence. British 
forces withdrew after spending just two months in Lhasa.  

The missing link in the Anglo-Tibetan accord was a Manchu 
signature. In effect, the accord implied that Tibet was a sovereign 
power and therefore had the right to make treaties of its own. The 
Manchus objected and, in 1906, the British signed a second accord 
with the Manchus, one that recognised China’s suzerainty over 
Tibet. In 1910, with the Manchu Qing dynasty teetering on collapse, 
the Manchus made good on the accord and invaded Tibet, forcing 
the Dalai Lama once again into flight – this time into the arms of the 
British in India.  

Tibetan Independence Revisited 

In 1911 a revolution finally toppled the decadent Qing dynasty in 
China, and by the end of 1912 the last of the occupying Manchu 
forces were escorted out of Tibet. In January 1913 the 13th Dalai 
Lama returned to Lhasa from Sikkim.  

In reply to overtures from the government of the new Chinese repub- 
lic, the Dalai Lama replied that he was uninterested in ranks 
bestowed by the Chinese and that he was assuming temporal and 
spiritual leadership of his country.  

Tibetans have since read this reply as a formal declaration of inde- 
pendence. As for the Chinese, they chose to ignore it, reporting that 
the Dalai Lama had responded with a letter expressing his great 
love for the motherland. Whatever the case, Tibet was to enjoy 30 

years free of interference from China. What is more, Tibet was 
suddenly presented with an opportunity to create a state that was 
ready to rise to the challenge of the modern world. The opportunity 
foundered on Tibet’s entrenched theocratic institutions, and Tibetan 
independence was a short-lived affair.  

Attempts to Modernise  

During the period of his flight to India, the 13th Dalai Lama had be- 
come friends with Sir Charles Bell, a Tibetan scholar and political 
officer in Sikkim. The relationship was to initiate a warming in Anglo-
Tibetan affairs and to see the British playing an increasingly 
important role as mediators between Tibet and China.  

In 1920 Bell was dispatched on a mission to Lhasa, where he re- 
newed his friendship with the Dalai Lama. It was agreed that the 
British would supply the Tibetans with modern arms, providing they 
agreed to use them only for self-defence. Tibetan military officers 
were trained in Gyantse and India, and a telegraph line was set up 
linking Lhasa and Shigatse. Other developments included the 
construction of a small hydroelectric station near Lhasa and the 
establishment of an English school at Gyantse. Four Tibetan boys 
were even sent to public school at Rugby in England. At the 
invitation of the Dalai Lama, British experts conducted geological 
surveys of parts of Tibet with a view to gauging mining potential.  

It is highly likely that the 13th Dalai Lama’s trips away from his coun- 
try had made him realise that it was imperative that Tibet begin to 
modernise. At the same time he must also have been aware that the 
road to modernisation was fraught with obstacles, foremost of which 
was the entrenched Tibetan social order.  
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Since the rise of the Gelugpa order, Tibet had been ruled as a 
(some would say feudal) theocracy. Monks, particularly those in the 
huge monastic complexes of Drepung and Sera in Lhasa, were 
accustomed to a high degree of influence in the Tibetan 
government. And the attempts to modernise were met with intense 
opposition.  

Before too long, the 13th Dalai Lama’s innovations fell victim to a 
conservative backlash. Newly trained Tibetan officers were 
reassigned to nonmilitary jobs, causing a rapid deterioration of 
military discipline; a newly established police force was left to its 
own devices and soon became ineffective; the English school at 
Gyantse was closed down; and a mail service set up by the British 
was stopped.  

However, Tibet’s brief period of independence was troubled by more 
than just an inability to modernise. Conflict sprang up between the 
Panchen Lama and the Dalai Lama over the autonomy of 
Tashilhunpo Monastery and its estates. The Panchen Lama, after 
appealing to the British to mediate, fled to China, where he stayed 
for 14 years until his death.  

In 1933 the 13th Dalai Lama died, leaving the running of the country 
to the regent of Reting. The present (14th) Dalai Lama was 
discovered in Amdo but was brought to Lhasa only after the local 
Chinese commander had been paid off with a huge ‘fee’ of 300,000 
Chinese dollars. The boy was renamed Tenzin Gyatso and he was 
installed as the Dalai Lama on 22 February 1940, aged 41⁄2.  

In 1947 an attempted coup d’état, known as the Reting Conspiracy, 
rocked Lhasa. Lhasa came close to civil war, with 200 monks killed 
in gunfights at Sera Monastery. Reting Rinpoche was thrown into jail 

for his part in the rebellion and was later found dead in his cell, 
though it remains unclear whether he was set up or not.  

It was not a good time for Tibet to be weakened by internal disputes. 
By 1949 the Chinese Nationalist government had fled to Taiwan and 
Mao Zedong and his Red Army had taken control of China. Big 
changes were looming.  

Liberation  

Unknown to the Tibetans, the communist takeover of China was to 
open what is probably the saddest chapter in Tibetan history. The 
ensuing Chi- nese ‘liberation’ of Tibet eventually led to the deaths of 
hundreds of thousands of Tibetans, an assault on the Tibetan 
traditional way of life, the flight of the Dalai Lama to India and the 
destruction of almost every historical structure on the plateau. The 
chief culprits were Chinese ethnic chauvinism and an epidemic of 
social anarchy known as the Cultural Revolution.  

On 7 October 1950, just a year after the communist takeover of 
China, 40,000 battle-hardened Chinese troops attacked central 
Tibet from six different directions. The Tibetan army, a poorly 
equipped force of around 4000 men, stood little chance of resisting, 
and any attempt at defence soon collapsed. In Lhasa the Tibetan 
government reacted by enthroning the 15-year-old 14th Dalai Lama, 
an action that brought jubilation and dancing on the streets but did 
little to protect Tibet from advancing Chinese troops.  

Presented with a seemingly hopeless situation, the Dalai Lama dis- 
patched a mission to Běijīng with orders that it refer all decisions to 
Lhasa. As it turned out, there were no decisions to be made. The 
Chinese had already drafted an agreement. The Tibetans had two 
choices: sign on the dotted line or face further military action.  
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The 17-Point Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of 
Tibet promised a one-country-two-systems structure much like that 
offered lat- er to Hong Kong and Macau, but provided little in the 
way of guarantees. The Tibetan delegates protested that they were 
unauthorised to sign such an agreement but were strongarmed and 
the agreement was ratified.  

Initially, the Chinese occupation of central Tibet was carried out in 
an orderly way, with few obvious changes or reforms, but tensions 
inevitably mounted. The presence of 8000 Chinese troops in Lhasa 
(doubling the city’s population) soon affected food stores and gave 
rise to high inflation. Rumours of political indoctrination, massacres 
and attacks on monaster- ies in Kham (far eastern Tibet) slowly 
began to filter back to Lhasa.  

In 1956 uprisings broke out in eastern Tibet in reaction to enforced 
land reform, and in 1957 and 1958 protests and armed guerrilla 
revolt spread to central Tibet (with covert CIA assistance). With a 
heavy heart, the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa in March 1957 from a 
trip to India to celebrate the 2500th anniversary of the birth of the 
Buddha. It seemed inevitable that Tibet would explode in revolt and 
equally inevitable that it would be suppressed by China.  

Uprising & Bloodshed  

The Tibetan New Year of 1959, like all the New Year celebrations 
before it, attracted huge crowds to Lhasa, doubling the city’s 
population. In addi- tion to the standard festival activities, the 
Chinese had added a highlight of their own – a performance by a 
Chinese dance group at the Lhasa military base. The invitation to 
the Dalai Lama came in the form of a thinly veiled command. The 
Dalai Lama, wishing to avoid offence, accepted.  

As preparations for the performance drew near, however, the Dalai 
Lama’s security chief was surprised to hear that the Dalai Lama was 
expected to attend in secrecy and without his customary contingent 
of 25 bodyguards. Despite the Dalai Lama’s agreement to these 
conditions, news of them soon leaked, and in no time simmering 
frustration at Chinese rule came to the boil among the crowds on the 
streets. It seemed obvious to the Tibetans that the Chinese were 
about to kidnap the Dalai Lama. A huge crowd (witnesses claim 
30,000 people) gathered around the Norbulingka (the Dalai Lama’s 
summer palace) and swore to protect him with their lives.  

The Dalai Lama had no choice but to cancel his appointment at the 
military base. In the meantime, the crowds on the streets were 
swollen by Tibetan soldiers, who changed out of their People’s 
Liberation Army  

(PLA) uniforms and started to hand out weapons. A group of 
government ministers announced that the 17-Point Agreement was 
null and void, and that Tibet renounced the authority of China.  

The Dalai Lama was powerless to intervene, managing only to pen 
some conciliatory letters to the Chinese as his people prepared for 
battle on Lhasa’s streets. In a last-ditch effort to prevent bloodshed, 
the Dalai Lama even offered himself to the Chinese. The reply came 
in the sound of two mortar shells exploding in the gardens of the 
Norbulingka. The attack made it obvious that the only option 
remaining to the Dalai Lama was flight (a measure the Nechung 
oracle agreed with). On 17 March, he left the Norbulingka disguised 
as a soldier and surrounded by Khampa bodyguards; 14 days later 
he was in India. The Dalai Lama was 24 years old.  
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With both the Chinese and the Tibetans unaware of the Dalai Lama’s 
departure, tensions continued to mount in Lhasa. On 20 March, 
Chinese troops began to shell the Norbulingka and the crowds 
surrounding it, killing hundreds of people. Artillery bombed the 
Potala, Sera Monastery and the medical college on Chagpo Ri. 
Tibetans armed with petrol bombs were picked off by Chinese 
snipers, and when a crowd of 10,000 Tibetans retreated into the 
sacred precincts of the Jokhang, that too was bombed. It is thought 
that after three days of violence, hundreds of Tibetans lay dead in 
Lhasa’s streets. Some estimates put the numbers of those killed far 
higher.  

Socialist Paradise on the Roof of the World 

The Chinese quickly consolidated their quelling of the Lhasa 
uprising by taking control of all the high passes between Tibet and 
India and disarming the Khampa guerrillas. As the Chinese 
themselves put it, they were liberating Tibet from reactionary forces, 
freeing serfs from the yoke of monastic oppression and ushering in a 
new equitable socialist society, whether the Tibetans liked it or not.  

The Chinese abolished the Tibetan government and set about re- 
ordering Tibetan society in accordance with their Marxist principles. 
The monks and the aristocratic were put to work on menial jobs and 
subjected to violent ideological struggle sessions, known as 
thamzing, which sometimes resulted in death. A ferment of class 
struggle was whipped up and former feudal exploiters – towards 
some of whom Ti- bet’s poor may have harboured genuine 
resentment – were subjected to cruel punishments.  

The Chinese also turned their attention to Tibet’s several thousand 
‘feudal’ monasteries, lhakhangs and shrines. Tibetans were refused 

permission to donate food to the monasteries, and monks were 
compelled to join struggle sessions, discard their robes and marry. 
Monasteries were stripped of their riches, Buddhist scriptures were 
burnt and used as toilet paper. The wholesale destruction of Tibet’s 
monastic heritage began in earnest.  

Notable in this litany of disasters was the Chinese decision to alter 
Tibetan farming practices, as part of an economic ‘Great Leap For- 
ward’. Instead of barley, the Tibetan staple, farmers were instructed 
to grow wheat and rice. Tibetans protested that these crops were un 
suited to Tibet’s high altitude. They were right, and mass starvation 
resulted. It is estimated that by late 1961, 70,000 Tibetans had died 
or were dying of starvation. Across China it is estimated that up to 
35 million people died.  

By September 1961, even the Chinese-groomed Panchen Lama 
began to have a change of heart. He presented Mao Zedong with a 
70,000-character report on the hardships his people were suffering 
and also requested, among other things, religious freedom and an 
end to the sacking of Tibetan monasteries. Four years later he was 
to disap- pear into a high-security prison for a 14-year stay. Many 
more would soon join him.  

The Cultural Revolution  

Among the writings of Mao Zedong is a piece entitled ‘On Going Too 
Far’. It is a subject on which he was particularly well qualified to 
write. What started as a power struggle between Mao and Liu 
Shaoqi in 1965 had morphed by August 1966 into the Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, an anarchic movement that was to 
shake China to its core, trample its traditions underfoot, cause 
countless deaths and turn the running of the country over to rival 
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mobs of Red Guards. All of China suffered in Mao’s bold experiment 
in creating a new socialist paradise, but Tibet suffered more than 
most.  

The first Red Guards arrived in Lhasa in July 1966. Two months later, 
the first rally was organised and Chinese-educated Tibetan youths 
raided the Jokhang, smashing statues and burning thangkas. It was 
the beginning of the large-scale destruction of virtually every 
religious monument in Tibet, and was carried out in the spirit of 
destroying the ‘Four Olds’: old thinking, old culture, old habits and 
old customs. Images of Chair- man Mao were plastered over those 
of Buddha, as Buddhist mantras were replaced by communist 
slogans. The Buddha himself was accused of being a ‘reactionary’.  

Tibetan farmers were forced to collectivise into communes and were 
told what to grow and when to grow it. Anyone who objected was 
arrested and subjected to struggle sessions, during which Tibetans 
were forced to denounce the Dalai Lama as a parasite and traitor.  

The Dust Settles 

By the time of Mao’s death in 1976 even the Chinese had begun to 
realise that their rule in Tibet had taken a wrong turn. Mao’s chosen 
succes- sor, Hua Guofeng, decided to soften the government’s line 
on Tibet and called for a revival of Tibetan customs. In mid-1977 
China announced that it would welcome the return of the Dalai Lama 
and other Tibetan refugees, and shortly afterwards the Panchen 
Lama was released from 14 years of imprisonment.  

The Tibetan government-in-exile received cautiously the invitation to 
return to Tibet, and the Dalai Lama suggested that he be allowed to 
send a fact-finding mission to Tibet first. To the surprise of all 
involved, the Chinese agreed. As the Dalai Lama remarked in his 

autobiography, Freedom in Exile, it seemed that the Chinese were of 
the opinion that the mission members would find such happiness in 
their homeland that ‘they would see no point in remaining in exile’. In 
fact, the results of the mission were so damning that the Dalai Lama 
decided not to publish them. Nevertheless, two more missions 
followed. They claimed up to 1.2 million deaths (one in six Tibetans, 
according to the disputed report), the destruction of 6254 
monasteries and nunneries (also disputed), the absorption of two-
thirds of Tibet into China, 100,000 Tibetans in labour camps and 
extensive deforestation.  

In China, Hua Guofeng’s short-lived political ascendancy had been 
eclipsed by Deng Xiaoping’s rise to power. In 1980 Deng sent Hu 
Yao- bang on a Chinese fact-finding mission that coincided with the 
visits of those sent by the Tibetan government-in-exile. Hu’s 
conclusions, while not as damning as those of the Tibetans, painted 
a grim picture of life on the roof of the world. A six-point plan to 
improve the living condi- tions and freedoms of the Tibetans was 
drawn up, taxes were dropped for two years and limited private 
enterprise was allowed. The Jokhang was reopened for two days a 
month in 1978; the Potala opened in 1980. As in the rest of China, 
the government embarked on a program of extended personal and 
economic freedoms in concert with authoritarian one-party rule.  

Reforms & Riots  

The early 1980s saw the return of limited religious freedoms. Monas- 
teries that had not been reduced to piles of rubble began to reopen 
and some religious artefacts were returned to Tibet from China.  

Importantly, there was also a relaxation of the Chinese proscription 
on pilgrimage. Pictures of the Dalai Lama began to reappear on the 
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streets of Lhasa. Talks aimed at bringing the Dalai Lama back into 
the ambit of Chinese influence continued, but with little result. Tibet, 
according to the Chinese government, became the ‘front line of the 
struggle against splittism’, a line that continues to be the official 
government position to this day.  

In 1986 a new influx of foreigners arrived in Tibet, with the Chinese 
beginning to loosen restrictions on tourism. The trickle of tour groups 
and individual travellers soon became a flood. For the first time 
since the Chinese takeover, visitors from the West were given the 
opportunity to see the results of Chinese rule in Tibet.  

When in September 1987 a group of 30 monks from Sera Monastery 
began circumambulating the Jokhang and crying out 
‘Independence for Tibet’ and ‘Long live his Holiness the Dalai 
Lama’, their ranks were swol- len by bystanders and arrests 
followed. Four days later, another group of monks repeated their 
actions, this time brandishing Tibetan flags. The monks were beaten 
and arrested. With Western tourists looking on, a crowd of 2000 to 
3000 angry Tibetans gathered. Police vehicles were overturned and 
Chinese police began firing on the crowd.  

The Chinese response was swift. Communications with the outside 
world were broken but this failed to prevent further protests in the 
fol- lowing months. The Mönlam festival of March 1988 saw shooting 
in the streets of Lhasa, and that December a Dutch traveller was 
shot in the shoulder; 18 Tibetans died and 150 were wounded in the 
disturbances.  

  

The Dalai Lama & the Search for Settlement 

By the mid-1970s the Dalai Lama had become a prominent 
international figure, working tirelessly from his government-in-exile in 
Dharamsala to make the world more aware of his people’s plight. In 
1987 he addressed the US Congress and outlined a five-point 
peace plan.  

The plan called for Tibet to be established as a ‘zone of peace’; for 
the policy of Han immigration to Tibet to be abandoned; for a return 
to basic human rights and democratic freedoms; for the protection 
of Tibet’s natural heritage and an end to the dumping of nuclear 
waste on the high plateau; and for joint discussions between the 
Chinese and the Tibetans on the future of Tibet. The Chinese 
denounced the plan as an example of ‘splittism’. They gave the 
same response when, a year later, the Dalai Lama elaborated on the 
speech before the European Parliament in Strasbourg, France, 
dropping demands for full independence in favour of a form of 
autonomy and offering the Chinese the right to govern Tibet’s foreign 
and military affairs.  

On 5 March 1989, three months before the student demonstrations 
in Běijīng’s Tiān’ānmén Square, Lhasa erupted in the largest anti-
Chinese demonstration since 1959. Běijīng reacted strongly, 
declaring martial law in Tibet, which lasted for more than a year. 
Despairing elements in the exiled Tibetan community began to talk 
of the need to take up arms. It was an option that the Dalai Lama 
had consistently opposed. His efforts to achieve peace and freedom 
for his people were recognised on 4 October 1989, when he was 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.  
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In January 1989, after denouncing the Communist Party’s policies in 
Tibet and while visiting Tashilhunpo, the traditional seat of all the 
Panchen Lamas, the 10th Panchen Lama died, triggering a 
succession crisis that remains unresolved. The Dalai Lama identified 
the 11th Panchen Lama in 1995, whereupon the Chinese authorities 
detained the boy and his family (who have not been seen since) and 
orchestrated the choice of their own preferred candidate. The 
Chinese began to toughen their policy towards the Dalai Lama and 
launched the anti-Dalai Lama campaign inside Tibet, compelling all 
government officials and monks to denounce the Dalai Lama.  

The Chinese authorities believe that one of the reasons for 
continuing separatist sentiments and opposition is Tibet’s lack of 
integration with China. The solution since the mid-1980s has been to 
encourage Han im- migration to the high plateau, a policy already 
successfully carried out in Xīnjiāng, Inner Mongolia and Qīnghǎi. As 
Běijīng attempts to shift the economic gains of the east coast to its 
underdeveloped hinterland, hun- dreds of thousands of Han 
Chinese have taken advantage of attractive salaries and interest-
free loans to ‘modernise’ the backward province of Tibet. By the end 
of the millennium Tibetans were facing the fastest and deepest-
reaching changes in their history.  
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THE TIBETAN PEOPLE 

Tibetans have a unique identity that mixes influences from their 
Himalayan neighbours, extreme mountain environment and war-like 
past. In terms of language, script, food, temperament and above all 
religion, they are poles apart from their Han Chinese neighbours. 
Where the Chinese drink their tea green, Tibetans take theirs with 
yak butter; when the rest of China eats rice and drinks rice wine, 
Tibetans eat tsampa (roasted-barley flour) washed down with barley 
beer.  

When going over a pass, Tibetans say, ‘Ki ki so so, lha gyalo!’ (‘May 
the gods be victorious!’), which may have its origins in an ancient 
battle cry.  

Traditional Lifestyle 

Tibetans are such a deeply religious people that a basic knowledge 
of Buddhism is essential in understanding their world view. 
Buddhism per- meates most facets of Tibetan daily life and shapes 
aspirations in ways that are often quite alien to the Western frame of 
mind. The ideas of accumulating merit, of sending sons to be 
monks, of undertaking pilgrimages, and of devotion to the sanctity 
and power of natural places are all elements of the unique fusion 
between Buddhism and the older shamanistic Bön faith.  

Traditionally there have been at least three distinct segments of 
Tibet an society: the drokpa (nomads); rongpa (farmers); and 
sangha (communities of monks and nuns). All lead very different 
lives but share a deep faith in Buddhism.  

These communities have also shared a remarkable resistance to 
change. Until the early 20th century Tibet was a land in which virtu- 
ally the only use for the wheel was as a device for activating 
mantras. Tibet has changed more in the past 50 years than in the 
previous 500, although many traditional social structures have 
endured Chinese attempts at iconoclasm.  

Nomads’ marriage customs differ from those of farming 
communities. When a child reaches a marriageable age, enquiries 
are made, and when a suitable match is found the two people meet 
and exchange gifts. If they like each other, these informal meetings 
may go on for some time. The date for a marriage is decided by an 
astrologer, and when the date arrives the family of the son rides to 
the camp of the prospective daughter-in- law to collect her. On 
arrival there is a custom of feigned mutual abuse that appears to 
verge on giving way to violence at any moment. This may continue 
for several days before the son’s family finally carry off the daughter 
to their camp and she enters a new life.  

As in most societies, there is some generational divide among Tibet- 
ans. The younger generation (in Lhasa and the main towns at least) 
is as enamoured with pop music, karaoke, mobile phones and the 
internet as most young people are around the world and most know 
little about ‘old’ Tibet, having often grown up in a Chinese-language 
environment. That said, young Tibetans still have a remarkably 
strong sense of Tibetan identity and you’ll still see many young 
Tibetans visiting monasteries, wearing traditional dress and making 
pilgrimages to holy sites.  
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Farming & Trading  

Farming communities in Tibet usually comprise a cluster of homes 
surrounded by agricultural lands that were once owned by the 
nearest large monastery and protected by a dzong (fort). The 
farming itself is carried out with the assistance of a dzo, a breed of 
cattle where bulls have been crossbred with yaks. Some wealthier 
farmers own a small ‘walking tractor’ (a very simple tractor engine 
that can pull a plough or a trailer). Harvested grain is carried by 
donkeys to a threshing ground where it is trampled by cattle or 
threshed with poles. The grain is then cast into the air from a basket 
and the task of winnowing carried out by the breeze. Animal 
husbandry is still extremely important in Tibet, and there are around 
21 million head of livestock in the country.  

Until recently such communities were effectively self-sufficient in 
their needs and, although theirs was a hard life, it could not be 
described as abject poverty. Plots of land were usually graded in 
terms of quality and then distributed so that the land of any one 
family included both better- and poorer-quality land. This is 
changing rapidly as many regions become more economically 
developed.  

Imports such as tea, porcelain, copper and iron from China were tra- 
ditionally exchanged for exports of wool and skins. Trading was 
usually carried out by nomads or in combination with pilgrimage. 
Most villages now have at least one entrepreneur who has set up a 
shop and begun to ship in Chinese goods from the nearest urban 
centre.  

One significant change to rural life has been the government-spon- 
sored construction of over 230,000 new houses across Tibet, 

providing new housing for some 1.3 million Tibetan farmers and 
herders. Families are given around ¥10,000 to ¥15,000 as a base 
subsidy to construct a home. A typical house might cost around 
¥33,000 to ¥44,000 so farmers usually take out a loan (interest-free 
for three years) to cover the remaining costs. Critics of the scheme 
claim that many of the new home-owners then have to rent out their 
farmland to Chinese immigrants in order to pay off the loans.  

Individual households normally have a shrine in the home and some 
religious texts, held in a place of honour, which are reserved for 
occasions when a monk or holy man visits the village. Ceremonies 
for blessing yaks and other livestock to ensure a productive year are 
still held. One of the highlights of the year for rural Tibetans is 
visiting nearby monasteries at festival times or making a pilgrimage 
to a holy site.  

As traditional life reasserts itself after 50 years of communist dog- 
ma and the disastrous Cultural Revolution, many of these traditions 
are slowly making a comeback.  

Pilgrimage 

Pilgrimage is practised throughout the world, although as a 
devotional exercise it has been raised to a level of particular 
importance in Tibet. This may be because of the nomadic element in 
Tibetan society; it may also be that in a mountainous country with no 
roads and no wheeled vehicles, walking long distances became a 
fact of life, and by visiting sacred places en route pilgrims could 
combine walking with accumulating merit. To most Tibetans their 
natural landscape is imbued with a series of sacred visions and holy 
‘power places’: mountains can be perceived as mandala images, 
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rocks assume spiritual dimensions and the earth is imbued with 
healing powers.  

The motivations for pilgrimage are many, but for the ordinary Tibetan 
it amounts to a means of accumulating sonam (merit) or tashi (good 
fortune). The lay practitioner might go on pilgrimage in the hope of 
winning a better rebirth, to cure an illness, end a spate of bad luck 
or as thanks for an answered prayer.  

Death 

Although the early kings of Tibet were buried in tomb mounds with 
complex funerary rites (the tombs are still visible in Chongye), 
ordinary Tibetans have not traditionally been buried. The dead 
bodies of the very poor were usually dumped in a river and the 
bodies of the very holy were cremated and their ashes enshrined in 
a chörten (or their bodies dried in salt). But in a land where soil is at 
a premium and wood for cremation is scarcer still, most bodies 
were, and still are, disposed of by sky burial.  

After death, the body is kept for 24 hours in a sitting position while a 
lama recites prayers from The Tibetan Book of the Dead to help the 
soul on its journey through the 49 levels of Bardo, the state between 
death and rebirth. Three days after death, the body is blessed and 
early-morning prayers and offerings are made to the monastery. The 
body is folded up (the spine is broken and the body itself is folded 
into a surprisingly small package) and carried on the back of a 
close friend to the dürtro (burial site). Here, special body-breakers 
known as rogyapas cut off the deceased’s hair, chop up the body 
and pound the bones together with tsampa for vultures to eat.  

There is little overt sadness at a sky burial: the soul is considered to 
have already departed and the burial itself is considered to be mere 

disposal, or rather a final act of compassion to the birds. Sky burial 
is, however, very much a time to reflect on the impermanence of life. 
Death is seen as a powerful agent of transformation and spiritual 
progress.  

Tibetans are encouraged to witness the disposal of the body and to 
confront death openly and without fear. This is one reason that 
Tantric ritual objects such as trumpets and bowls are often made 
from human bone.  

Dress 

Traditional dress is still the norm among Tibetans in the countryside. 
The Tibetan national dress is a chuba (long-sleeved sheepskin 
cloak), tied around the waist with a sash and worn off the shoulder 
with great bravado by nomads and Khampas (people from Kham). 
An inner pouch is often used to store money belts, amulets, lunch 
and even small live- stock. Most women wear a long dress, topped 
with a colourful striped apron known as a pangden. Traditional 
Tibetan boots have turned-up toes, so as to kill fewer bugs when 
walking (or so it is said).  

Women generally set great store in jewellery and invest their 
personal wealth and dowry in it. Coral is particularly valued (as Tibet 
is so far from the sea), as are Baltic amber, Indian ivory, Afghan 
turquoise and silver of all kinds. The Tibetan zee, a unique 
elongated agate stone with black and white markings, is highly 
prized for its protective qualities and can fetch tens of thousands of 
US dollars. Earrings are common in both men and women and they 
are normally tied on with a piece of cord. You’ll see visiting Tibetans 
shopping for all these goodies around the Barkhor in Lhasa.  
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Tibetan women, especially those from Amdo (northeastern Tibet and 
Qīnghǎi), wear their hair in 108 braids, an auspicious number in 
Buddhism. Khampa men plait their hair with red or black tassels and 
wind the lot around their head. Cowboy hats are popular in summer 
and fur hats are common in winter. Most pilgrims carry a thogcha 
(good luck charm) or gau (amulet), with perhaps a picture of the 
owner’s personal deity or the Dalai Lama inside.  

The Politics of People  

Modern political boundaries and history have led to the fracture of 
the Tibetan nation. Large areas of historical and ethnic Tibet are now 
incorporated into the Chinese provinces of Qīnghǎi and Gānsù 
(traditional- ly known as Amdo), and Sìchuān and Yúnnán 
(traditionally known as Kham). More Tibetans now live outside the 
Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) than inside it.  

Population Control  

Population control is a cornerstone of Chinese government policy, 
but the regulations are generally less strictly enforced in Tibet. 
‘Minority nationalities’ such as the Tibetans are allowed two children 
before they lose certain stipends and housing allowances. Ironically, 
the most effective form of birth control in modern Tibet still seems to 
be to join a monastery.  

Ethnic Groups 

There are considerable variations between regional groups of 
Tibetans. The most recognisable are the Khampas of eastern Tibet, 
who are generally larger and a bit more rough-and-ready than other 
Tibetans and who wear red or black tassels in their long hair. 

Women from Amdo are especially conspicuous because of their 
elaborate braided hairstyles and jewellery.  

The people of Kongpo in eastern Tibet have a distinctive traditional 
dress that features a round hat with an upturned rim of golden 
brocade for men (known as a gyasha) and a pretty pillbox hat with 
winged edges for women. Men and women wear brown woollen 
tunics, belted around the waist. The former kingdom of Kongpo has 
for centuries been vilified by central Tibetan rulers as a land of 
incest and poison, whose inhabitants would routinely drug 
unsuspecting strangers to steal their souls.  

There are pockets of other minority groups, such as the Lhopa 
(Lhoba) and Monpa in the southeast of Tibet, but these make up 
less than 1% of the total population and only very remote pockets 
remain. A more visible ethnic group are the Hui Muslims. Tibet’s 
original Muslim inhabitants were largely traders or butchers (a 
profession that most Buddhists abhor), although the majority of 
recent migrants are traders and restaurant owners from southern 
Gānsù province. Tibetans are also closely related to the Qiang 
people of northern Sìchuān, the Sherpas of Nepal and the Ladakhis 
of India.  

Han Migration 

Official statistics claim 93% of the TAR’s population is Tibetan, a 
figure that is hotly contested by almost everyone except the 
government. Chinese figures for the population of Lhasa, for 
example, suggest it is just over 87% Tibetan and just under 12% 
Han Chinese, a ratio that stretches the credulity of anyone who has 
visited the city in recent years. It is more likely that well over 50% of 
Lhasa’s population is Han Chinese.  
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The current flood of Chinese immigrants into Tibet has been termed 
China’s ‘second invasion’. The Chinese government is very coy 
about releasing figures that would make it clear just how many 
Chinese there are in Tibet, but for visitors who have made repeated 
trips to Tibet the increased numbers of Han Chinese are undeniable.  

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there’s an endemic mistrust between the Ti- 
betans and Chinese and ethnic tensions bubble just under the 
surface. Many Tibetans see the Han Chinese as land-hungry 
outsiders, while the Chinese often complain that the Tibetans are 
ungrateful and slow to adjust to economic opportunities. Actual 
violence between the two communities is rare, but it’s quickly 
apparent to visitors that most towns have quite separate Chinese 
and Tibetan (and in some cases also Hui Muslim) quarters.  

Women in Tibet  

Women have traditionally occupied a strong position in Tibetan 
society, often holding the family purse strings and running 
businesses like shops and guesthouses. Several of Tibet’s most 
famous Buddhist practitioners, such as Yeshe Tsogyel and Machik 
Labdronma, were women, and Tibet’s nuns remain at the vanguard 
of political dissent. Most of the road workers you see across the 
plateau are women!  

Up until the Chinese invasion many Tibetan farming villages 
practised polyandry. When a woman married the eldest son of a 
family she also married his younger brothers (providing they did not 
become monks). The children of such marriages referred to all the 
brothers as their fa- ther. The practice was aimed at easing the 
inheritance of family property (mainly the farming land) and avoiding 
the break-up of small plots.  
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CULTURAL DO’S AND DONT’S
Tibetans are some of the most tolerant and easy-going people you 
will meet, but you can avoid potential misunderstandings or offense 
by bearing in mind the following guidelines: ̈ In general negotiations 
it is a good idea to ensure that the person you are dealing with does 
not lose face, does not appear to be wrong and is not forced to back 
down in front of others. A negotiated settlement is always preferable 
and outright confrontation is a last resort.  

Tibetans show respect to an honoured guest or a lama by placing a 
kathak (prayer scarf) around their neck. When reciprocating, hold 
the scarf out in both hands with palms turned upwards.  

Don’t wear short skirts or shorts, especially at religious sites. 

Don’t point at people or statues with your finger, use your full 
upturned hand. 

Don’t pat children on the head, as the head is considered sacred. 

Always circle a Buddhist monastery building or chörten clockwise.  

Don’t urinate near Tibetan house or yard. Please go a bit further out 
of site. 
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